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atmg1;1ph~re can. -b~ , cibF.i!:ined :1:rprtf a · stti:~y o;f ~h~ in'tens'itj,e.s o;E t;he 
a~sotpt;i,ofl 1:i,.r:ies appeadl'ig iJ;i the st.dhr spec:.trwn, A commonly e~ployed 
t11~thoq o:J; <;1ndyzing absoiptiqn l~n~ !ntens:i.Hes invoives .the ap:plicatiop 
p:f i<jl.eali;z;e~ qurv~s o( Piro1:4:t;;h·, 'l1l)(;l purpoi;;e pf t;hh raper i& to de~cribe 
the us~ of thif! ap~ro,ach; c;;;11Lhd '1gt'oba:r;\alyse 11 by G(;ilrlll!ilI\ worke,:-s, ;in 
·. ·. . . ·.· . 
. . 
a s~µdy 9f the sp(:)ct:;t'tllll of the i;itar 6 Urs~e MlrlJoris*. 
+he ady~nt~ie Qf the cury~ o.f gNwth Hes ;i,n the. fact; that it 
may be µsed t;o h~ndle m~nY observaJ; :i,onial ¢~ta, natl]eiy, the equi vahnt; 
• , . . . r . 
' . 
ii>b1:!~inai:,le qMnH~y ~ wh~1i'e~$ the act;ual shape or: prof:tle of a lipe, 
wh~c):l P1 :requireq fqi;- the y.se of th~ more refined model atmosphere 
te¢hntqu.e~, ;la dttficult; ;~ ¢1.etermin,h 111speiiaUy fem ~eak Hnes, l'he 
~·-
she~es of c~rt,~n lin~j. 
'rh~ c~Jtve, of growth Wiii~ :lnt::i;"odueed by Minn~H:!rt &ti.d Slob (19)1) and 
dev~lo),!led a1;1d appHed 1:;/y W;o\'lflY. o!Zh~r wprker~ 1. · Menze,l (19;36) first 
*9 U~s,e Majori~ ls li,t~d by Johnson an4 Morgan (1953) as a . . 
s\1pg~ant (sp~oti::-al type F(;i, · LurtJinos:tt;:y cJ~as J;V); Its vii;;ual magn:i,tµde 
h 3 ,3 /;!lnd ~!:ls oqo;1;d;tnat~s are O'(l900) ... 9h2Qrn,. 6(1900) :;,;: +szos' 
(Ka,6:ln,an and :t1orgi;ap 1 19 51) , 
1 
. . . 
. . . . 
d~v~ll"pei;l the t:\h~ory ,!il~ tf ~ppt:/,el;l l;;Q tile S~hu1?te:1;-$chw111rzschild. (~ ... 5) 
IIJc:>o.~l i:1t1Q09fheret,.Wh!i!i:'etn. th,e ~ri.t;f1:re1. conl;!iri,uoµs spectrUlll .is produced 
by a •h1r~ly defirt¢d ~,diatlng ~~iface or phc:>to~phere, overlaid by a 
2 
rever~ing layer which produ~~s all the line absorption but no eontinuous 
ab1;10'.l:'pt;i.0?;1., S4gh an appl\'l'.'l~imation car,. be eatil'lidered q4i,te representative 
. . . .. ; ,· . 
th~ n~]je;. q~ ~bs~H,l:>~rl;l d:i,mi,nishf=le_ with. e>pt:L~aJ d~l'th beoause of 
iti.Cr:t;'l;H3ied ~1;n'lhati9n with ini::re~s~q 1:~mperat:4-re. · l'he other exti-eme 
app;i:-ox:i;mati~:n. wher~ the Un~s <:rl;'i~tri.c:!tt:; 1.n th, sam~ layeti; as doe1;1 the. 
cont;:j..n\\pvs spe<!i\: ,;µm, .i ~ 1;m~q.di~d in the Milnf!~ Ed#ngtoq. (}1,- e) approx;i.ma'!' 
!;;ion ~:pa ratio 0£ li;fl.~ t9 i;9n.tinucyµs @bf?or-:pt~on coeft;i.cient: which i;s 
const;;int; with depth. Strom.gren. (1937) hia.& fpqnp\ at lec;1st :i.n '.sol)]e 
. . . . . . . ' 
CE:IS,s i ~hat tp.~ vapia.titni qf t:h:i,.a r~tio with optical depth :i,s f?Ufficient ly 
smlilit 1;0 :pe:i:m;lt i:\. nif;lan v~tl,l,e ~o b, emplby1;1d over the laye'rE! important 
i:n Une fomit~on) }n whieh (:~~e tl,Je M•dil ~Qd,et C?n .. )e _ 1-Hled, The true 
· $~tµillt;Pn fef a~:y li.n.e Hes ~~twE1en the t;~o ~l(ttemes r~presented qy 
· the s .. $ and M,El m(?del&. 
W,i;,µbel (1949~ 1950 1 195&) '1:iai; corpputed theorel;'.ic::al curves of growth 
b~sed qpQfl. the M,. E model ~01; :pure sc:;atter:i.ng _and +or pmre abaorption. 
The Pt"Qqea~es of p1,,1r1a sc:attet:il,"l.g 13nd pure absorpt;ion ar~ the two ~x:treme 
m~phanii;;m,~ t>y whii::ll 1;1 line m{:ly 1:?e (Qrmed, Al~o~. Wrul;,e.l (19541;1) bas 
pu1;(1ishec;l cu,fv~:s ~or th~ s~ s m~del with pi,u,e si;:atteting, All of Wrubel' s 
c;.urves · of growth ate based 4p~h Cn,an!!\l;'{HH~lc'ha'.1'.'' s exac;.t solutioni:i of the 
equatto~ af ita~~f~~ and thex•io~~ are ietarded ,s the mo~t aGcu~ate 
~vaU~ble :fcy'r t;:he ijbpve m~n1:ion,ed mod~ls. 'rheot~Hcal curves of growth 
~or the s ... $ Pllid M~~rn~~eils.wibh pure absp1;pti,onhavE;i been calculated by 
_H,.in,et.' (i 9 56 )·. 
. . . 
Altho1J~h t:Mi~e ;i.d,e'.?liz~d cu:i;v~s i::'1n qe brought intc:> approximate 
c;Q:i.ncidince .· (Wrul!lei, VJ54b, ~nd Runger, 19,56) ~ s:i,gn:Lficant diUerences 
. eKht:, l;lC:lwever 1 th~ s~att;er i.n th~ oqse'!!'vat:i,ons :Ls 'l,.\suaUy large 
enough t:h~t; it ;Ls dHf:i.<;:.!-11:t; to det~t111;iJ1~ w;i.th 4'P.Y degr~e o:f ce:i;tai.nty · 
w~i~h of the ide~lit,d curve$ l$ ~est fit by the observ~tions; hence, 
:i-t was cle~nied 1;1dvi1H:1~le to· l!IPPLY' d1 ~p\,l.r $ets of curves to the study 
of :t;h~.~P'?Ct'l"l,lJill6f 9 Ul;'sali:! Majqdi;;, !he tou:,; sets of cutves app'iied 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
in th;i.s ~ti.ip¥ ~r~ tho~e £or puTe ~c;aH~:dp,e; by Wrµl;>el for the M,.;E and 
. -· . 
3 
s .. $ i:nodE,1ls ian4 l;lt.m~u;' s M,.'E; ~nd ~ .. s pu:i:~ absoi:-ption cui;ves,. ·.· For reasons 
t;Q bfr disi;n.1:f;lsed . in Chapte;i;· ii,. Hungei;-' s ~,,;Ii;. py.re absorpt;ion cµ:i:-ves 
were uud r~tl;i~!!;' tn1:1n tho1p ~ by W~ub~1 {or t:~h f,lame model. 
'Ihh ~nv~ll:lUg~tion w.1ui. ~estticteq to those lines for ,which l~bora-· 
tory al:>fiolut~ f-.valw?$ ar!ilc 1;~1;1sonably we\1 known. · R~c~ntly, Corlias aIJ.d 
~QZm~~ (19.6~) pubHshed a 1hti of ~"iP~fim~nt·aliy det~l;'mined abi;;olute 
.f·vahu~s fqr ?5 ,000 SJ,H?Ctlf/;ll li.nil:i 9f sevet'lty elements •. · Pue to .the 
avaiLat;>Hi.t;;y p'J: ~hi!:! ixt~P.Si;i.ve tiabuhtiqn~ · there appeare!;l to be no 
nec~ss~ty for 1,1s:i,ng theo1;~t:i!!!aUy calc:ulated :f..,.vdues;. su~h quantities 
det~rm:lnecl b)l'_hboratoirym6lasul;'es ~re con:;iidereq·to be more reliahh 
that;; thoae c;alc1,1hted h°''l>m theo1;y, Other ~xperim~ntaUy determineo :f:-
viillµes E\l'l1l'?loyed in th;s i1;1vest:i,gation are those of Ki,ng and K.ing (1938) · 
for JJ'I;! ! ~p.d lt l:, H~ll /ilnd l\;l;ng (Ul5P tor Cr.~ 1 and Carter (1949) for 
:f e I. · i\ho, the SiPt~r log X/ a of W:right (1948) were u$ed to augment the 
'J'i n p.at;i;l, 
Only lin~s wit;q wavelengths in excess ot 4000-angstroms were used, 
sifl.Cfil\ t;he sp~\:;t:<rU1;n is quit;e (!;omptex to the Vi<\lht · of A.4000, Ahq, mimy 
lines iq thtij ~,gtbti ~~eon the brcia4 wlngij of thD a aqd i l;i.nes of 
ii:miz~~ calo~\,lm,' 
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Equivd1;;1i;i,t; w;i,dt.lis h~ve b~e'Q llll'Hl!lU'.1:ed tor 359 lio~s of Ca I,. '!i I, 
'.l;i ~:i;, Ct l, Mn +, 'f!'e ~; Go l I an,d Ni. i. ';['he sp~ct;ial re~ion cc,v~red 
is- ~A-4000"" 6.'.$0Q, ~qd onLy t\,ofie lines "7hich were su;fficie:ntly weH 
feljlolv~dami.un~l~n~~d W'iU!'e u,sed, l\in~t!e vetocittes, damping constants, 
. . . . 
~~c;;;i,ti:31;: ;i,on 1;:,mp¢r~t;l,ll;ij$, ai;·ti:l: ;;Hnmdanc:es we,;-e get ermined using th~ 
th~orettcal ~utv~, of ~rowth based upo~ both t:h~ :t,1 .. :g ,iand s-s models. 
R!f~Utts wer~ pbt;ainec;l ~Qr thia e~tr~m~ t;ases of pure i;<:at;tering and 
· fJ;q:-~ ~biarpt;l;pn :f¢>r '.the J;;wo lril)d~l~ •.. 
·'l'f{E CURVE QF GROWTff· 
De:f;ini t; io:ri 
.·. '.I'h, ~U'l;Vl;l (l):I; growth :i;s the rii11$t:i,OI"l between. the il'J.tertsi.t;y of an 
. {:IPSPtptiQq·litifij 1;1qf/l the n~ml;ler of absc;irJ;?;i,ng {:!toms ~c;;t;i,v~ in prpq.ucin,g 
tr~ l:i.n~. 
The lri~iO~i~J( ·r.,~ an A~1ot~tiQn tin~ 
.Ii ),!,_.+ 4 ·\·1:' !\'·'·_-.I 1.1,1·11,.,H\i.ii, .. J 
. . . . ' 
tJ;"ef;ltsi.p (rpm, tl;\e. ~Qflt:inv.ous i:ipE:r:tnrum by t;h~ al?Sotption lin~ at1,d ;i.s best 
. . ' . . 
lii\?eGHted by ·.iii· qt.HHl.t;i.ty ¢a+hd J;che ''eq1J.iyalent; width~'' W, of the li:r;i.e. 
1.'h~ protile oi fl. li.ne h· tile plot qf the :l;l,u~ at e{:lc.h point in the 
line ver$tg; the Wc:Jvelengt;h. 'HE;11'ce, th~ airea enc::loeed by the pro~ile 
ap.<l ~qe coritt:n~Wll iis thfl ·tpt;al aml')~.m~ Pf en1;n;-gy absorbed in the line. 
The equ}vdfi.lnt width i!'l th~ width of t;he reGt;ang\e l'i21vtng t;his,l;lame· 
ii!!,'~~ i;!!il.d with ,;1 height; etfual. t;\;> that of t;he adjacen,t continul,,l.III. l'hese 
rel,iat;:ions are shown in F;i,gyre 1. 
· · l'\'l.~ alivanJ:~~E!~ of; e~pi:'essi,ng t:h~ · :i,.p.t;ensity of al line i,n te1;ins of 
. . . . 
the eQQivJl~nt wtdth ar~ that W ie much l~s~ aff~cted by the :f;inite 
. resolution q:f; th.~ sp~el;::i;-ogtaph. t:haq is the line profile, and w is 
lnd~pe~dent o, ~he Dopp\et effebte of stellar rotati,an and la~ge scale 
t:1,1.'l!'l;>Ul~nce in J;ch~ ~t;d l,gr ~rimosphe1;e, 
' . 
.. , 
t'he t1,\,llllber 9f abtH.>rbing at;oms for a U1;1e. orig~nating from a level 
· fi. i3nc;I t~mini3tJng PJ:'l level j is &:i.v~n \;y Nn~nj, where Nri .is the 1').µtpber 
ot atoms :i,:n; L.evel n,. ~nc:l. fnj h the f .. value or bsciHato:i; strength of 
the trai,,.sitj.pn from level ri. to levd j. Wheµ ah atom in ieve1 n ;i.s 
·. ~;iq;:,osed to. radhtion .of {1111 hQquen1=.hs i~ may abso,:;b any ohe of 
$1,fye;ra~ lil;i.:UE:'l;'ent qui!lnt:,. In sp~<::i.;fy:tn~ the nwnber of abso;bip.g atoms 
. . 
for a parUcula~ U.pe i.t ~s n~c~ssary to include the f·vdue to tt:1ke 
;nto ;ac;ic;ou.nt the :ptohab~lity of the.atc;,m aq51o~b;i.ng the p2t:tticu1a:i:-
qµan1;:um c;:or;espopd,:l,1'1~ to t;hie rransj.t;:ioQ in que$t:$.on, Th~ £-values 
~ 
d$:\)end _pnly Ul'On the $t1;uct1,1re of the ~t;pm, -arid may be cotilputed frQm 
theqry at $easured in the laborato~y. · 
O\:iije;rved Curvee of Growth 
):..et; \lS con,sidir the g:r<;>wt;h 0£ a pa1:Hcular line as the number of 
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absqrl?e~s i·$ :lncreased. · i'his "gr:owtp." of a line may be obse:rved in the 
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labontol;'y bf va:i:-yiP.& the conqentration of the element unc;ler invest:i,ga~ 
tion in an abi:iol!pqqri tube, Lines with streingths dependirig upon the 
i;:;oncentr2Jticn;1 are formeq .wh~n Ugh!;: from an ~ncaridescent sou1;ce shines 
t1;1rou.gh the tul;le. Whe1:1- the number of absorbers ia sm1;11l the princ:i.pal 
9qpt;rib1.1.tor to the eql,livdent width is t;herm,,1 Doppler broadening, with 
the :i;-esull;I that W i.:;;·propoirti.onal to ~f. H~mce, plot;t:ing log W ("log 11 
re:pJ.'li~~:nf;:s ~he loge:rithnt to t:hE\l bas<a l!en) versus log Nf. for small 
values of Nf givl:ls a poJ,;t:i,o,;1 Qf the C\,!,rve of growth which is linear 
~nd h,as ;;lope IHJ\lial .to unity, In~1;easing t;he number of absorbe.:rs .c.auses 
the center of th~ Une t;o become saturated, and a l;i.nea:t;' rdation.ibetween 
. . ' . 
W al;J.c;l. t-ff; nQ longijr. exi!i!t,~. The point of d~parture from Hnearity is 
calted the 11 kne~ 11 of the curve of growe~.· Beyond the kne1;1 W increas;1;1s 
shwly, being propQrtional tlc:i the squ~n;e root of the n@~ur~l logarithm 
o;f tllf, /!i,.s thli! numt:>er 9.f absot;ber~ ;ls ;i.1;1.cr~ased stUL more,. the damping 
· por~;i,.on Qf thij a1:'i~orptri,ot). c:oeff ic;i.ent. ia ;eached. . Uer, the number of 
· ~t;tms .i.~ J~irge !3~ough .to s4fficiently pet;tQ~b the energy hvds so that 
(3l1 aPP'.\TeC~ible, ,amount of absorpt;i.on occurs 1:1way from the saturated 
,~~ter of the line. Thu~ ·the llne begins to grow maze rapidly. lri 
. . .~~ 
~hi1;1 portion o:6 the c;:urve of growth W ii;; proport:i.onl:11 to :the square 
root pf N:f. 
'l'his r;ib~u,ssion assu,qies that; the tem:perature of the absorbing atoms 
is a p~rtioulcrr Const:aqt vaLue, The posit:i,on of the knee of the curve 
qf gtowth vi;:iri¢s with the tei:np~rature. As the temper<:1ture increases, 
t;i,1i:,n: pC~J-1.'!'.'S at a g:i:"eat;er lipe width, g;i.ving q higher knee on the curve 
of gfowt;h .. Also, the point at wh;i.ch th~ damping portion of the curve 
~~gins moves closer t;o the ~ne~ as the vaJue of the damping parameter 
in<;:r~ases, The damping parameter, a, h the ratio of the effect;i.ve 
· ri~t\\nlt U.ne width to the· Poppler w:i,dth. Figµre 2 illustrates these 
. log w 
log ~f 
(Iii) 
.lag w 
log Nf 
(b) 
Figv,re 2, :fi;j;fe.et(!I of 'femperat1,.q;-e (a) anl'.l Panrping (b) on the. Cµrve of 
Growth. 
The d;iscussion thus far .haa dealt:with the growth of a single 
l;i,n~ ~s the number pf ,absprbing atol,l!S · is increased .. .A. single line 
cannot be observed to grow in a stellar spectrum because N f . does 
. · n nJ 
not ch,ang~. °"owever~ in going fro~ one line to another. of the. same 
~le:ment, N f . dOftS chirnge I since :f; • varies f :i;om line to line, and N 
n n; ·· . ·• ~J n 
1;1ho va~:i-es if the linei; arise z;irom d:f,Herent levels, Again a curve 
o~ growth result$ from the 1;"e.lc;1tion between the equivalent widths of 
the va.r1.:ous lines and the correspotid;i.ng·v,lues of N f ;. 
. . . n OJ 
In begtnni~i a study of a stellar spectrum, the values of Nn are 
ni;,t; ~nown, ap.d one<;:>~ the objectives of a curve of growth st;udy is to 
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d~tern:iine these quantities. The proceclures employed for this purpose 
are described laten in this chapter. 
In applying f:he curve of &rowth technique to manr different lines 
o:I; an, element it is necessary to assume that all the lines are formed 
at che same temperature. The temperature in a stellar atmosphere 
:i,nctel;lses roughlY' as 'T\ where 'T h the optical depth. Thus the 
assumption, is made that all the lines 1:1re formed at p part;i.cular depth 
in the etmosphere, 'l'his niay be a poor assumption for weak lines and 
the wings qf strong lines where the absorption coefficient is •mall. 
Ill thi~ ~ase the li,ne is f~;n:med :l,n a thick layer through which th.e 
t~mperatm;e may change appreciably, ln the center of a strong line 
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tp.e absi;?rpt:i,c:n;1 coef;f;icient is large, anc;l. the U.ne is effectively formed 
in a th;lri layer i,n whi,ch the temperature.may be practicaUy constant. 
Cqnsiqering non .. ,:-escm,sint lines of a neutrd atom, the temperature in 
t;he outE;?r laye'.t's of the atmosphere may be too low to.appreciably excite 
the atoms to levels capable of absorbing these lines, ln very deep 
l,!!ye.rs of the atmoi,phere :i,onization will re9uce the number of absorbers 
~o a negligible number, l'he Une;:i are consequently formed in inter~ 
medi,at;e layers, and the temperature in this· case h cha1;acteristic of 
these laye;J;'s. 
lt is also necessary to asst.ime that a particular valu.e of the 
c).amping parameter can be taken as representt;1tive for dl the strong 
linei:,. Thi$ assumption :i,.s somewhat questionable, since the damping 
";.,··. ' 
pa-ramet~+ :i.s knowri to differ ;£1;om l:i,ne to line, However, this effect 
do~s not come into play for week li:n.es., and it is usually possible to · 
detePTJ;lne a value for the dampit:J.g pcrrameter that fits the observations 
peasonablr w~ll •. 
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A,s mentioned earli,er, the position of the knee of the curve of 
growth qepends upon the temperature. Another factor which may influence 
the positiqn of the knee is microturbulence, i.E;l,, turbulent motions of 
the gases of t;he atmosphere where these motions or eddies are confined 
within the·layer in whi~h the lines are produced. '.I:he presence of micro-
turbulence increases the widths of the lines thus increasing the nUII1ber 
of absorbers required for saturation of the line center. Hence, the 
position of tj:ie knee is elevated. Effects of microturbulence ar'e 
espe(;:idly evident in curves of growth for giant and supergiant stars, 
Struve and Elvey (1934) first called attention to this phenomenon. 
Theoreticai Curves of Growth 
Calculation$ of theoretical curves of growth are based.upon varioµs 
asi;umptions as to the structure of stellar atmospheres and the mechanism 
of; line formation. 
The Sohuster-Schwarzschild Model 
The Schuster .. Schwarzschild (S-S) model depicts the atmosphere as 
conl:Jist;ing of a '1reversing layer" of depth H pverlying a sharply defin~d 
radiating surface or photpsphere. The contin:'uous spectrum is produced: 
t>elow the photosphere, and the reversing layer is the region of line 
formation. .The optical depth of the reversing layer is a function of· 
the ~bsorption coefficient of the line, and there is no continuous 
a6sorptibn in the reversing layer. A portion of the radiatiori iriciderit 
upon the photosphere from below is transmitted while the remainder is 
dif:fuseb reflected. The transmitted energy is subject to selective 
apsorption and scattering. Radiation returned to the photosphere is 
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absorbed th,re by continuous absorption, For a point in the wing of a 
line the optical thickness of the reversing layer is smaU, while it is 
much greater in the line core. This model is a good i:!pproximation for 
neutral metals where the number of absorbers diminishes rapidly with 
depth becaµse of increased ionization with increased temperature. 
The Milne-Eddington Model 
c " I ··I· · · I · 
:J;n t;;he M;Une ... Eddington (M.-E) · model the lines and the continuum are 
f9rmed in the ~aD;le region, For each frequency the ratio of the line 
~bsorption coefficient to the continuous absorption coefficient (1 /u 
V V 
'Tl) is ,;1ssumed to be constant wit;:h depth, although iv and \, may indi-. 
vidually change with depth. in the line wings there are few absorptions 
and reemissions, and consequently the eme~gent radiation follows a 
short path through the atmosphere, In the lipe center the quanta 
f9~low longer paths (many absorptions and reemissions) and the probabil-
ity o:f; continuous absoi;-ption ls greater (say due to H- in stars like 
the sun) and the energy may be lost 1 
Thus, in both models a selecttve process followed by continuous 
absorption forms the line, Figure 3 illustrates these two idealized 
models. 
S-S Model M-E Model 
Figure 3. The S-S and M-E Models. Dots represent selective absorption 
an~ emission; hatches represent continuous absorption. 
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Th~ Formation of a Line 
The meGhanism of spectral line formation is determined by conditions 
e~ist:i,ng in the atmosphere. If the atmosphere is in a state of radiative 
equilibrium, then· for each quantum absorbed a like quantum is emitted, 
+his procei;;i, is called "scatter;i.ng." Scattering is coherent if the 
frequeqcy of the emitted quantum is exaFtly the same as the frequency of 
the fil;>sorbec;l quantum, If the frequency of the emHted quantum is slightly 
differeqt from that of the absorbed quantum, the scattering is non~ 
ooherent. If the atmosphere-is in "local.thermodynamic equilibrium," 
1,e., ~irchhoff's law holds at each point of the atmosphere for the 
local temperature, then the lines are formed by the process of ''abaorp-
. tion, '' }Jere tp.ere is no one.-to-one correspondence between the absorbed 
f;requency anq the em:i,.tted frequency,. and the absorbed qu1;1ntum is "lost." 
Rene~, a spectral line may be formed by scattering or absorption 
or PY some combin,stion of the two, 
The Thepretical qurves Used in.Thi~ Study 
The four sets of theoretical curves used in this investigation are 
a1;1 follqws: 1) M:-E pure scattering py'Wrubel,. 2) S-S J?Ure scattering by 
Wrubel,.3) M~E pure absorption by Hunger, and 4) S-.S pu}'.'e absorption by 
Hunget'.', 
.. Cl,lrves for M.,E: pure absorption have aha been calculated by Wrubel 
aqcl, published in an article by Aller (1960). ·. The calculations were 
.based upon Chandrasekhar,' s exact sc:,lution of the equation of transfer 
and, therefore, should be the most acc1,1rate available for the M-E pure 
,sbsorption case, However, these curves include only two values (-.1 and 
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~3) of log a, whete a is the damping parameter. Because of this limita-
tion they have ndt been employed in this study. 
';L'he integral equation for the equivalent width, w, is 
Ji 
~ J(l 
-
R)d\l', b (1) 
-C)Q 
where bis the Doppler width of the line, R, the "residual intensity," 
is the ratio of the Hux of the radiation ~1: a point in the· line to the 
flux in th~ adjacent continuum, and v- is the distance from the center of 
the line in units of the Doppler width. Here v= (;\ - \ )/b, where\ 
0 
is the wavelength at a point in the line, and;\ is the wavelength at 
0 
the center of the line, Also, b = \ v/c, where vis the most probable 
0 
velocity of the atoms aµd c is the velocity of light, 
It should be noted that the velocity v includes both the effects 
of therlf!al anq micr9turbulent motions. That is, 
V::::; 
2 I 2 
V +v th turb' (2) 
where vth is the most probable thermal velocity, and vturb is the most 
probable velocity of the microturbulence. It is assumed that the turbu':" 
lent elemet:1,tl:) have a random distributio:p. of velocities, The ther111al 
velocity is given by 
vth =J 2~T ' (3) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant, Tis the kinetic temperature, and M 
is the mass of the atom producing the lines. 
The residual intensity, R, is found from the solµtipn of the equation 
describing the transfer of radiation through a stellar atmosphere. R 
c:lepends upon assumptions as to the atmospheric model and the mechani1,sm 
of line formation, In his calculations of theoretical curves of growth, 
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Wrubel employed the expressions for R resulting from Chandn~sekhar' s 
e~act solutions of the equation of transfer. -Expressions for R.which 
follow from the work of Unsold (1955) were used by Hunger in his calcu-
lations of theoretical curves of growth. 
Both Wrubel's and Hunger's curves employ the assumption that the 
Planck function varies linearly with optical depth in the continuum; 
o 1 i.e., Bv(T) = B + B TV Th:is leads to a limb darkening law in the 
i:-:ontinuum that is linear in cos e, where e is the angle between the line 
of sight and the normal to the stellar surface. In the S-S model this 
is expressed as I I 0 + r1 cos e, and in the M-E model as I= B0 + B1cos e. 
The effect of the addition of an exponential term to the linear expression 
fo~ the Planck function has been investigated by Hunger (1956). He con-
eluded that the addition of such a term has negligible effect and is 
therefore unnecessary. 
~he expression for the residual intensity, as given by Chandrasekhar 
and used in Wrubel's calculations, involves the ratio of the limb darken-
ing coefficients, I 0 /I1 or B0 /B1 . Pure scattering curves are available 
0 1 for the S-S model with I /I equal to k;, ~~ _ l, and 2, and for the M-E 
model with B0 /B 1 equal to 1/3, 2/3, 4/3, and 10/3. 
Equation (1), with the appropriate expressions for R, was employed 
by Wrubel in his c:ialculations. -Consequently, the ordinate of his curves 
is log W/b, Hunger divided Equation (1) by R, the "limiting depth" of 
C 
the line, to obtain 
_...lL 
2R b 
C 
'co f 1 - R R dv-, 
0 C 
(4) 
R 
C 
(5) 
and the symmetry of the integral about v- equal to zero has been taken 
into aGcount. The ordinate of Hunger's curves is log W/2R b, For the 
C 
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c;;a~es of M..,E and S-S pµre absorption, the ratio (1-R.)/R is independent 
C 
of the limb darkening coefficients. This result~ from the particular 
expressions for R used by Hunger. Therefore, Hun~er's formulation of 
the curve of growth for M-E and s-s pure absorption avoids the necessity 
0 1 
of having to calculate separate curves ·for each value of B /B . It is 
to be noted, however, that the limb darkening is still taken into'account 
by Hung~r since ~0 /B1 is involved in the ordinate 0£ his curves, 
ln the calculations of theoretical curves of growth the damping 
cortaf;'.ant, a, is considered to be a free parameter. Wrubel's pure scat-
taring curves were calculated for values of log a running from -3.0 to 
-1.0 in steps of 0.4. The pure absorption curves published by Hunger 
wer~ compu,ted for values of log a running from -4;3 to +0.7 in steps of 
0.5, He also included a curve for log a= -oo, 
·For the M-E mOdel· (both scattering and absorption) Risa function 
of i]0 , · ·where 
(6) 
f is the fictitious absorption coefficient at the center of the line, 
0 
and Tl is the mean continuous absorption coefficient. The abscissa for 
both the M-E scattering and M..,E absorption curves is log Tl • In Hunger's 
0 
notation th!;! abscissa is log C, but, as he point:s. out, C = Tl for M-E 
0 
pure absorption. 
For the transition from level n to level j, Tj0 is given by 
\ 2 2 f. n e. 'A N f . 
~ 0 . = ~ = n n1 
YC 2b -me p, 1-t 
(7) 
e = charge of the electron, 
m = mass of the electron, 
.A = wavelength of the line in question, 
N = number of atoms in level n per unit volume, 
n 
fnj = oscillator strength of the transition from 
level n to level j, 
c = speed of light, 
b = Doppler width of the line, and 
p - density of the stellar material. 
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·. Here 'it is. the mean absol,"'ption coefficient per gram of stellar material, 
Using the relation b = Av/c, it follows that 
log~ = log N /px + log C + log f .A+ log c/v, 
o n n~ 
(8) 
where 
(9) 
The residual intensity~ R, in the S-S model is a function of T, the 
0 
fictitious optical depth at the center of the line, ,or S-S pure scatter-
ing Wrubel uses log T as abscissa while Hunger, for S-S pure absorption, 
0 
3 
uses log C, where C = 2T0 in.this case. Hence, Hunger's abscissa differ~ 
from that of Wrubel by the additive constant log 3/2. 
\ 2 2 
TT e. A N f .H 
T =£pH= n nJ 
o o mc2b 
(10) 
where His the depth of the reve}'.'f'!ing layer, Then 
lo~. 'T" = log N H + log C + log f ,A + log c/v. 
· o n nJ (11) 
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The Idealized Situation 
If 1) the atmosphere were built on either the M-E or the s-s model, 
. 2) the temperature and density w~re constant throughout the 
/;iltmpsphere, 
3) turbulence were negligible, 
4) the effects of broadening were constant with depth, 
5) measurements :!;or many li.nes.from a single level were available, 
q) the l:i..nes were fo:rmed either by pure scattering or pure 
absorption, and 
7) absolute £~values were known, 
then 1) the damping co~st:ant could be found, 
2) the temperature could be determined, and 
3) the abundan~e of the element could be determined, 
all from the curve of growth. 
for such an idealized situation the procedure, for the s-s pure 
scattering model for example, would be as follows: plot log W/A against 
log fA and superpose this observed curve of growth upon the theoretical 
curves drawn to the same scale; shift vertically and horizontally with 
no 1;otal~on unt:tl the curves are brought into coincidence; obtain log a 
by noting which theoretical cuive best fits the damping portion of the 
observed curve; from the vertical shift determine log c/v and thus v; 
from thh value of v calculate the kinetic temperature using.Equation (3), 
since v ~ vth in the absence of turbulence; from the horizontal shift, 
.which gives log NH+ log C + log c/v, find log NH. 
n n 
Departures from the idealized conditions may place severe limitations 
on the curve of growth technique. 
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Reduction ot Curve of Growth Pata 
In practice, a large number of lines all arising from the same 
lavfl of excitation usually are not available. Hence, lines arising 
from ~ifferent levels are plotted on the same curve of growth. For 
this pm;pose the iilSSumptiop ia made that an. excitation temperature can 
be specifi~d so that the dist~ibution of atoms in the various energy 
levels is given by the Boltzmann equation, i.e., 
Ng 
N .::::; --ll exp (-xe/lrT), 
n u 't 
(12) 
where 
N ::::; total number of atoms per unit volume of the element 
in question, 
g ::::; 2J + 1 = statistical weight of level n, 
n 
Xe= excitation potential of level n, 
k = Bolt~mann's const~nt, 
T ::::; excitation temperature, and 
u = the partition function = \gl.. w exp (-x . /kT) summed !.;, e, i 
over all levels in the atom .. w is a correction for 
pressure effects. 
By replacing Nn in Equations (8) ·and (11) by the expression in 
Equation (12), it follows that 
log TJ' = log N/ pit + log 'c + log g f .A ~ log u + ·log c/,j - ex (13) 
o · n nJ . , e' 
and 
log ,- = log ml + log C + log g f .X - log u + log c/J - ex , (14) 
o n nJ · Y e 
where 9 ~ 5040/T, if Xe is expressed in electron volts. 
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· The Method of Analysis 
I I· 
For purposes of the following discussion, let us confine our 
.< 
attention to the application of the s~s pure scattering model to the 
analysis of the lines belonging to a single element in a particular 
stage of ionization. 
Notice that all the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (14), 
.e~cept log gfA* and ex, are constant for all the lines. -For a group of 
e 
lines t;hat all arise from the same atomic term,. Xe is practically con-
stant; therefore, log gf\ is the only variable quantity involved in the 
abscissa of a curve of growth limited to such a group. The-ordinate of 
the theoretical curves can be written as 
log W/b = log W/~ + log c/v, (15) 
whe1=e log c/v is assumed to be constant .for all the l:lnes .. Hence,. plots 
that can be compared to the theoretical curves can be obtained as follows: 
ail lines arising from the same atomic term are-plot:,ted together on 
transparent paper with log gf~ as abscissa and log W/\ as ordinate. 
·· Each plot obtained in this manner, Le .. , by t,c:!king. the lines i~ 
groups corresponding to particular atomic terms, defines a portion of the 
obse1;ved curve of growth. These plots are then superposed upon plots of 
the theoretical curves, drawn to.the same scale, and shifted vertically 
and horizontally (with no axi.al rotation) until the best fit is obtained. 
If enoug~ strong lines are available, a value of log a can be determined 
by choosi.ng, from among the theoretical curves fol;', various values of 
log a, the curve that b:est fits the pl'ots conti:j.ining the strong.lines. 
*'l'o simplify the 1;10ti:j.tion, the sµbscripts on g ap.d. f wiU be omitted 
henceforth . 
. . 
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lf plots are available which·fit·around the knee of the curve of growth, 
it is possible to obtain log c/v from the vertical shift--since 
vertical shift= log W/b - log W/\ = log c/v. (16) 
It should be noted that the same vertical shift must be used for all 
plot$, since log c/v is assumed to be the same.for all the lines. 
Also, 
The horizonta1 shift yield~ Alog X, where 
Alog X = log T - log gf\, 
0 
. (17) 
.6log X = [log NH+ log C - log u + log c/v] - ex, (18) 
e 
whi6h can be seen by referring to Equation (14). In Equation (18), the 
quantity in brackets is constant for al1 the lines .. Hence, plotting 
,llog.X verE;us Xe for each of the different terms should give a straight 
line with slope equal to -.e. The excitation temperature can be found 
since T = 5040/9. 
From.Equation (18) it is apparent that Mog.X + ex is equal to a 
e 
conE;tant, henceforth called the "shift.'.' Then 
t;J~:' 
shift= log NH+ log C - log u + log c/v. (19) 
Consequently, the abundance is given by \ 
log NH= shift - .10~ C + log u - log c/v, (20) 
From the values of the E!hift and log c/v determined as described above, 
log,N.H can be calculated from Equation (20) with the aid of log C, 
which is a known constant (-12.30), and log u, which has been tabulated 
by Aller (1960), Since N is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter 
and His the depth of the reversing layer, NH is the number of atoms in 
a one square centimeter column of the reversing layer. 
The above dif!cussion describing the application of the s-s pure 
scattering model can be made valid for the oth~r thiee model~ by a fe~ 
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simple ,alterations. These changes are outlined i-n the .paragraphs to 
follow. 
The discussion relating to the application of the S-S pure scatter-
ing model can be made vaHd for M-E pure scatteriri.g by replacing log gfl... 
by log gfA + 6log ~0 , 1" 0 by ~o~ and NH by N/~~- The addition of 
b,log ~ to log gfA takes into account limb darkening effects. As 
0 
mentioned earlier, Wrubel's curves have been calculated for several 
0 ·1 0 1 
values of B /B, or I /I, with a separate curve resulting for each 
value. Since these quantities depend upon the wavelength, and therefore 
vary from li~e to line, each. line should fit on a different curve of 
growth. This effect is negligibly small for the s-s pure scattering 
model and need not be considered. For M-E pure scattering, however, 
in order to plot all lines on the same curve of growth, say for B0 /B 1 = 
2/3, it is necessary to add a quantity, b,log ~, to the value of log gfA 
Q 
for each line. This shifts the abscissa of the line by the proper amount 
to take into account the limb <iarkenip.g effect. These limb darkening 
corrections cari. be determined by interpolating in the tables published 
by Wrubel for the case of M-E pµ;re scattering • 
. Hunger's curves for M-E and S-S pure absorption do not depend upon 
the limb darkening coefficients. Limb darkening effects are taken into 
account by the inclusion of R in the ordinates. R can be calculated 
C C 
for each line· from' Equati\on (5), using appropriate values of B0 /B1 , 
To, convert the discussion relating to S-S pure scattering to one apply-
ing to M-E and S-S pure absorption proceed as follows: M-E model--
rep~ace W by W/2Rc'. T 0 by ~0 , and NH by N/r,it; s-s model.,..;replace W by 
W/2R ,.1" by 31" /2, and "shift!' by "shift''+ log '3/2. The log 3/2 
C O 0 
comes about because the abscissa here is log 3-:r /2i not simply log.T , 
0 0 
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In the M-E model the abundance of the element is expressed as 
N/ p"'R. N/ p is the number of atoms of the element in question per gram 
of stellar material, and 1/r{, is a measure of the number of grams of 
stellar material in a one square centimeter column of the atmosphere. 
Hence, N/px is a measure of the number of atoms in a one square centi-
meter column of the atmosphere. 
', 
If the element being.studied exists in several stages of ionization, 
then the.total abundance is given by the Saha equation. In logarithmic 
form, 
log N1/N = ~ log P - ex.+ 2.5 log T - 0.48 + log 2u1/u, (21) o e i o 
where X· is the ionization potential in electron volts, P is the elec-
i e 
2 tron pressure in dynes per cm, N1 is the number of singly ionized 
3 3 
atoms per cm, N0 is the number of neutral atoms per cm, u1 is the 
partition function of the singly ionized atoms, and u is the par.tit ion 
0 
function of the neutra'l atoms, The equation. may be successively applied 
to include all significant stages of ionization. 
Summary of Steps Involved in a Curve of Growth Analysis 
1) Obtain spectrograms of the star to be investigated.--It is 
necessary to use spectra of the highest dispersion possible so that 
effects of blending will be minimized. 
2) From these plates obtain microphotometer tracings.--Micro-
photometer tracings are plots of the density of the spectral image 
versus the wavelength. 
3) Obtain intensitometer tracings.--The intensitometer converts 
the density of the image into intensity. Calibration involves the use 
of sources of known intensity. The central portion of the density-intensity 
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curve for the plate is used: 
At the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory steps two and three were 
performed separately. At other observatories, Mt. Wilson for example, 
the two may be combined into a single operation. Line profiles may 
also be obtained by photoelectric spectrophotometry. The instruments 
and procedures used in these various techniques have been described by 
Wright (1962). 
4) Draw in the continuum.-~The location of the continuum is a 
great source of error. The continuum can be drawn directly on the 
intensitometer tracing or first drawn on the microphotometer tracing 
and then transferred. The procedure employed depends upon which seems 
to be the most reliable for the wavelength region concerned. 
5) Identify the lines and approximate the profiles.--lf the 
apparent line profile is irregular or asymmetric, several tracings may 
be coµipared to determine if the variations are real. A possible cause 
for irregularities and asymmetry is blending. In drawing the profiles 
these possible effects of blending should be taken into account. Con-
cerning the approximation of the profiles a question arises: should 
the profiles be drawn so that the wings are inversely proportional to 
2 \T, as theory indicates, or should the profiles be assumed to be 
triangular in shape -as some workers do? The procedure indicated by 
theory was followed in this investigation. 
6) Determine equivalent widths.-~The following steps are needed: 
a) planimeter the lines to determine the area enclosed by the profile 
and the continuum, b) measure the height of the continuum, c) measure 
the dispersion, and d) calculate the equivalent width. Deutsch (1954) 
has discussed the effect of the finite width of the microphotometer 
analyzing slit on the equivalent width, He found that asthe slit 
opening increased so did the measured equivalent width. 
7) Bring together lines arising from the same term and plot 
log W/"A. (or log W/2R 11.) veI;"sus log gfA. on transparent paper . .--Appro-
c 
pI;"iate limb darkening corrections should be included. 
8) Fit these plots to the theoretical curves of growth.--Then, 
a) the theoretical cµrve which is best fit by the strong lines gives 
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log a, b) log c/v is obtained from the vertical shift, c) the excitation 
temperature ;ls found from the slope, determined by the least squares 
method, of t~e straight line that best fits the plot of Alog X versus 
-~, and d) the abundance is determined from the horizontal shift, 
,·· e 
' St~ps 7 and 8 must be repeated for each element and each degree 
of ;i.onizati,on. 
9) Apply the Saha equation to get the total abundance o~ all 
observed elements. 
CJiAP'l'ER II;[ 
OijSERVATIONAL MATERIAL 
Spectrograms and Tra~ings 
Thee Ursae ~1:1joris spect'l;'ograms used in this study were taken at 
the Cassegrain focus of the 72"(inch telescope of the Pominion Astro-
physiGal Observatory by Dr.~. 0, Wri~ht. Some representative spectro-
g'J:;'ams ~re shown in Plate l, 
The dispersion varied, .depending upon the spectrograph used, ·For 
the Lit~~ow spectrograph with th~ Wood grating (15,000 lines/inch) 
phe dispersion was approximately 7.5 A/mm for the second order spectra 
in the range ~~4800~6750; for third order spectra in the range ~~3750-
4500, th~ d;i,spersion was al:>out 4,5 A/mm. When the llausch and Lomb 
grating No. 496 (30,000 lines/inch) was used in the second order, the 
dispersion was about 3,2 A/w.n, For the three-prism spectrograph the 
dispersion varied from about 5.A/mm to 15 A/mm over the wavelength range 
st;udi,d. 
The microphotometer and intl:!nsitometer tracings were made at 
Victoria by Pr, Leon W, Sehroeder. The magnification of the tracings 
is 200, Details of the spectrograms and tracings are given in Table I, 
Figure 4 ha reproduction of a portion of one ot the microphotom-
eter tracings show:Lng the est;i.mated position.of the cont:i,nuum and the 
profiL1=s of some representative lines. 
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Spectrum of e Ursae Majoris in the Regions AA4000-4100 and 4915-5260 , Wavelengths and 
identifications have been marked for representative lines. The spectrogram at the top 
was made with a grating, while that at the bottom was made with a three prism spectro-
graph. 
C"'l 
Co I 
N 
CJ\ 
Victoda 
. Plate . 
.. Number 
55224 
55053 
38157 
50092 
55225 
55054 
50092 
~4599 
55225 
37Ll2 
37075 
55054 
31421 
38133 
38133 
31421 
37111 
37074 
34800 
36796 
34799 
36795 
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TABLE J; 
VlGTORIA PLATE, MICROPUOTOMETER, AND INTENSITOMETER 
DATA FOR 9 URSAE MAJORIS 
Microphotometer & . 
. lntensitomete1r 
Trac:j.ng Number 
1808 
1828 
1827 
1797 
1793 
1811 
1796 
1807 
P92 
1914 
1915 
1810 
1799 
1816 
1815 
1798 
1812 
1800 
1814 
1818 
1817 
1819 
Spectrograph 
Grating*-2nd Order 
Grating,'r- 2nd Order 
Grating -3rd Order 
Prism 
Grating''c-2nd Order 
Grating*-2nd Order 
Prism 
Grating ~3rd Order 
Grating*-2nd Order 
Grating,'<'-2nd Order 
Grating*-2nd Order 
Grating*-2nd Order 
Prism 
Grating"'-2:pd Order 
Grating -2nd Order 
Prism 
Grating -3rd Order 
Grating .-2nd Order 
Grating -2nd Order 
Grating ~2nd Order 
Grating -2nd Order 
Grating -2nd Order 
Wavelength Range 
(Angstroms) 
3900-4080 
3990-4085 
4000-42iO 
4120-4250 
4180-4315 
4210-4340 
4250-4580 
4275-4455 
4300-4480 
4310-4900 
4310 ... 4900 
433,5-4495 
4600.,.5020 
4700-4830 
4825-5180 
5015-5710 
5130-5450 
5160-5450 
5165-5510 
56001- 6010 
6000- 6325 
6200-6700 
,'<'J:):1e asterisk refers to grating spectra made with the Bausch and 
Lomb zrating No. 496, or 169 in the cases of plates 37112 and 37075 •. 
All other grating spectra were made with the Wood grating. Prism 
spectrograms were maqe with the three prism spectrograph. 
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Figure 4. Microphotometer Tracing of the Spectrum of e Ursae Major.is in the Region H4248-4255. 
A line has been drawn indicating the estimated position of the continuum and four representative 
-profiles are drawn for lines whose-equivalent widths were measured. Wavelengths and identifi-
cations have beeri. tfrarked. 
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Location of the Continuum 
Jl'o-r the mofiit pai:t, the continuum was drawn directly on the intensi~ 
tpmeter tracings as the average of the galvanometer deflections due to 
p~ate grain in the regions between the lines, In a few cases, however, 
the position pf the oont;inuum was more apparent on the microphotometer 
tracing and hence W?S first drawn there and then transferred to the 
intensit;9meter trAp;i.ng, 
Approximation of the Profiles 
l'heory indicates that t1).e shape of the wings exhibited by the 
stronger lines should be inversely proportional to the square of v, 
the ~istance from the line center in units of the Dopplel;" width. An 
.attempt WclS made to take this into account when drawing the profiles of 
th~ stronger lines, The shapes of the wings were readily apparent for 
very strong linesi eK~ecially when there were no nearby lines to produce 
blending ef£ec~s in the wings, When blending was serious the wings 
were roughly approximated. 
Identification of the Lines 
The lines were identified by referring to the tables published by 
?Weqsson (1946) in, hi;, paper "The Spectrum of Procyon.'·' ldent;ifications 
coµld be m$de in th:iE;1 way becavse the spectrum of Procyon (spectral 
type 1/'5, lumi.posity class IV) is quite similar to that of e · Ursae 
Majoris. Also, thee Ursae Majoris tracings were compared with similar 
ones for Procyon which were used by Schroeder (1958) in his study of 
th?t st4r. The work by Charlotte E. Moore (1945), A Multiplet Table 
otAst~oghysical Interest 1 Revised Edition, was also consulted for 
purpqses of line identification, 
Selection of Lines 
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l'he selection, o.f lines to be used in this study was based upon the 
following considerations; effects of blending, the availability of 
f.,.vali.;ies, and the n-µmber of lines available for a particular element. 
These i:\'1:'e ctiscus~ed in detail in the paragraphs to follow. 
Eqvivalent widths were measured on,ly for lines which were believed 
to be substantially free of blending effects in the central portions of 
the frofiles. These effects wsre tolerated when present in the wings 
of the s~rong lines, since this was almost always the case. Decisions 
as to whether or not blending was serious enough to pre~lude the use 
of a lin,e were based upon Swensson's line identifications for Procyon. 
Any line li~ted by Swensson as having more than one contributor was 
discarded. Also, the selected lines were restricted to those with 
Wi!lvelengths grec:!ter than 4000 angstroms, To the violet of A.4000 the 
spectrum :ls very complex, and many lines :i.n this region are on the 
bro?d wings of the H /:Ind Klines of ionized calcium. 
Availability of f~ Values 
.(\n extep9iye bi,bl:Lography on transition probabilities has been 
p~blished by Qle~non and Wiese (1962), This paper proved to be of 
valuable assistance :ln gathering information concerning £-values. 
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Wright (1948) has pointed out that oscillator strengths measured 
in the laboct:'atory are more accurate than those calculated theoretically. 
Corlii;;s and. Bozman (1962) have published laboratory absolute £-values 
for 25,000 1:i,nes between 2000 and 9000 angsttoms for 112 spectra of 70 
elements, Their work was done at the National Bureau of Standards, and 
henceforth these ;f .. values will be refer:t;'ed to as "NBS £.,.values." The 
existence of this extensive work should greatly reduce the use of 
theo:t;'etically calculated £~values in studies of the type presented in 
this paper .. H0wever, some lim:i,t:ations are present in these. listings. 
0 
·Pt,1e to the relativdy low temperature (about 5100 K) of the copper arc 
used to excite the lines, the weaker lines of several of the spectra, 
tJ II for example, were not excited sufficiently for mea~urement. 
Hence, no £~values are given for these lines. The accuracy of the NBS 
£~values is admittedly not as g:t;'eat as for £~values measured by more 
refin!;!d and laboriou.s techniques, but the NBS measurements are almost 
certainly ~gre reliable than theoretical £-values. The principal 
usefulness of the NBS tables lies in the large number of values made 
available, the wide range of wavelength covered, anq the fact that the 
scale is absolute. 
Tables of laboratory oscillator ~trengths for Fe I and Ti I have 
been published by the l<ings (1938), foi;- another group of Fe I lines 
by Carter (1949), and for Cr I by HUl and King (1951). All of these 
measurements are considered to be quite accurate. !hese £-values are 
on relative scales. 
All of the above mentioned works were used as sources of £-values, 
although the NBS tables were the major source, Most of the lines for 
whiqh f~v~lues are given by the Kings, Carter, and Hill are also included 
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in the NBS tabulations; but due to the more accurate nature of the 
measures of the Kings, Carter, and Hill, it was considered advisable 
to make independent analyses of the curves of growth for Fe I, Ti I, 
~nd Cr I using these oscillator strengths. The results obtained for 
the different sets of £-values could then be compared, Also, the Kings' 
and Carter's f-valµes for fe I were not combined, but were used to 
· derivia independent results. 
As mentioned above, there waB found to be a shortage in the NBS 
tables of £-values for the weaker lines of Ti II. This was the only 
ionized element considered suitable for investigation here, and thus 
offered the only opportunity to compare abundances of the neutral and 
ionized atoms. To improve the accuracy of the results obtained for 
Ti II, it was deGided to supplement the available data by including a 
number of weaker lines for which Wright (1948) has tabulated solar 
log Xf-values, These can be converted to f-values in the manner de~ 
scrib~d in Wright's paper, i,e., by means of the relation 
log gf\ = log Xf + 5040 xe/T, (22) 
where x is the excitation potential in electron volts of the lower 
e 
level of the transition in question, and T = 4700°K is a mean value, 
su~ge(:lted by Wright, of the excitation temperature for the sun. The 
application of this equation puts the derived £-values on a relative 
scale. Values were calculated for ten lines of Ti II which are common 
to Wright's and the NBS tabulations, and the average value of the 
differenc~s between these and the corresponding NBS quantities was 
used to convert to an absolute scale, that of the NBS. Figure 5 
compares the derived oscillator strengths (on the absolute scale) with 
the NB:3 values for these common lines. 
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figure ,5, Comparison of Ti II f-Values Derived From Wright's log Xf's 
With N~S £.-Values for Ten CoI11TI!on Lines, 
Number of Lines Available for a Particular Element 
The reliability of the results obtained by the method of curve 
of !?jrowth analysis employed in this study depends strongly upon the 
number of lines available for the element bei,ng investigated. Hence, 
i,t y,7as ;f;elt that results derived from only a few lines would be of 
doubtful Yalue. Of the elements studied, Co I was represented by 
twelve lines, Elements with fewer lines available were not considered 
fo:i; analysis. 
'I'able Il lists the eig]::lt atoms and ions studied, the sources 
l)roviding the f~values, and the number of lines available for each set 
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TABLE II 
LIST 0~ ATOMS AND IONS STUDIED IN THIS INVESTIGATION 
At:;om Source No. o;f Atom Source No. of 
or Ion of f-values Lines or Ion of f-values ·· Lines 
C~ I NBS 21 Mn I NBS 22 
li I N:SS 55 Fe I NBS 115 
'J;".i, .'! King 17 Fe I King 30 
Ti U 'NBS & Wright 27 Fe I Carter 29 
Cr r NBS 65 Co I NBS 12 
Or l lUll ~ King 36 Ni I NBS 32 
Petermination of Equivalent Widths 
l'he <:let;ermination of equiv1;1lent widths first involves measurement 
·pf t;he area enc;losed by the Line profih and the continuum. T):lese areas 
w1;1re obtain~d µsing.an Ott rolling disc planimeter. ·Each line was 
measured twicE:1, E)ach measurement consisting of two circuits of the 
profil~ with thE) planimeter. The continuum height was taken as the 
aver~ge o;f the values adjacent to the line. For each tracing the dis-
p~;i;-sio~ was taken at various po~nts along the spectrum and a straight 
line fitted to a plot of dispersion against wavelength, For the calcu-
lat.ion p:f equ:i,valent widths the dispersion was then read from these 
plots. W was q1lculated in mi'lli,angstroms. Due to overlapping and 
fiµpli;cation of the spectrograms, some lines were represented by a.s 
.many a~ seven profiles, a few by only one. The equivalent width 1 in 
all c;ases, was taken as the average with all measures assigned equal 
we;lght, · For a representative group of lines, figure 6 compares the 
~qtiival&Pt wi4ths messured on different tracings with the corresponding 
ayf;lrage value~. Every traci,ng used in this study is represented in 
t;h-h plot by at least one measurement of W. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Equivalent Widths Measured on.Different Tracings 
With the Averag(il Values for a Representative Group of Lines. The scale 
~s \~garitlµnic with the average values as abscissae and the values 
ohtaine<;l :f.:rom differep.t tri:lcings as ordinates. A set of points forming 
~. v~rtical array represents the values of W me~sured for a particular 
line. The 4,5,-degree line gives the position of the average, 
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?hac~eray's (1936) relation was applied to incre~se the measured 
eqµivalent widths of the lines located in the wings of the Balmer lines. 
This relation is 
(23) 
where Wb is the measµred equivalent width referred to the wing as the 
continuum, rw is the rano of the intensity of the wing to the intensity 
of th~ true continuum at the center of the line being studied, and W 
is the equivalent width the line would have if no blending occurred. 
This rE;)tation :i.s not exact but should be sufficiently accurate to 
p~rrnit the use of such lines. 
Table of Equivalent Width Measures 
Equivalent width~ obtained in this study are listed in Table Ill 
along with other quantities used in the analysis, A section is included 
fo'Ji:' each element studiE;Jd, ap9 these are arranged according to increasing 
atomic weight. · Within each section the lines are tabulated in the order 
of increasing wavelength. 
Coh1mn 1 1:1.sts the wavelength in angstroms as given by Miss Moore 
(1945) in the Revised Multiplet Table (RMT). 
Column 2 gives the RMT multiplet number. 
(;qlu,mn 3 1:Lsts the excitation potential of the lower level of the 
transition, in electron volts, 
Column 4 gives log gfi\, where the wavelength ii, in centimeters. 
;['hi$ column is divided into two sub-columns. The sub-column on the 
left, headed by "ijBS;'' contains values of log gfi\ taken from the NBS 
tables: The sub~column on the right, headed by "Other," contains 
/ 
" RMT 
4226.728 
4283.010 
4289 .. 364 
4298.986 
4.425 .441 
4434.960 
4434.688 
4526. 935 
4578.558 
5262.244 
5512.979 
5.581. 971 
. 5588.757 
5590.120 
5601.285 
olOL 722 .: 
6122.219, 
6162 .171° 
6166.443 
643,9".073 
/;° §493 .780 
/ 
'4008.046 
4008.926 
.4_016.264 
Multiplet 
BMT 
. Ca I 
2 
5 
5 
5 
4 
' 4 
4 
36 
23 
22 
48 
21 
21 
21 
21 
3 
3 
3 
20 
18" 
18 
Ti I· 
:1.87 
12 
186 
TABLE III 
LINE INTENSI'I'IES IN. THE SPE.CTRW OF ·0 fJRSAE MAJORIS 
X . 
€· 
o.oor 
1 ~.88 
1.87 
1.88 
1.87 
1.88 
1.88 
2470 
2.51 
2.51 
2.92 
2.51 
2.51 
2.51 
2.51 
1.87 
1.88 
1.89 
2.51 
2.51 
2.51 
2 .11 
0.02 
2.13 
1·-------
. log gfA. Nuinber 
NBS Other of 'W 
Measures 
-4.92 3 400 
-4 • .T4 3 119 
-4. 79 3 114 
-4.-83 3 137 
.. 4.68 5 132 
-4. 3q. 4 f67 
-4.90 4 134 
-5.15 2 "69 
-5.'l.6 2 80 
-4.55 3 119 
-4.89 1 166 
-4.61 1 79 
-3 .84 1 177 
-4.69 1 66 
-4.61 2 123 
-4.83 .l 121 
-4~38 1 .. 173 
.,.4.20 1 [83 
:..4,95 1 36 
-3.89 1 181 
-4.24 .1 121 
- -~-
' 
--- ----- - - -
... 4,23. 3 38 
-5.18 
-2.22 3 108 
-4.52 2 __ · ___ 7_ 
~ 
tog I 
-4.-02 
-4456 
-4.58 
-4.50 
-4.53 
-4~42 
-4.52 
-4.82 
-4.76 
-4.64 
-4~ 71 
-4.85 
-4--50 
-4.93 
-4.66 
-4. 70 
.. 4,55 
-4.53 
.,;5,23 
-4.55 
-4.T3 
-5.03 
-4.57 
-5 .77 
.. iilog 110 · 
+o.15 
+0.18 
+0.18 
+o.17 
+0.17 
+0.16 
+0.17 
+0.14 
+0.14 
+0.06 
+0.04 
+0.04 
+0.04 
+0.03 
+0.04 
-0.01 
-0.01 
-0.01 
-0,01 
-0.03 
-0.03 
+0.15 
+0.19 I.,,) 
. +0.12 
-..J 
TABLE III {Contfnue-0} 
"- Mu-I.tip-let _ log -gfA. 
Number 
.. w 
of w Alog_Tl RMT ,RMT -Xe NBS Other 
·Measures _ 
. log I 
0 
Ti 1: (Continued) 
4060~263 -80 . l .05 -4.54 2 15 · -5~44 +0.12 
_ 41-66 .311 163 1.87 -4.74 l 8 -5.70 +0.12 
41-69. 330 163 1.88 -4.44 2 6 -5.82 +0111 
4186 .119 12"9 1.50 -.4.19 l 21 -5,30 +0.12 
4265. 723 162 . 1.87 -4.84 2 4 -6 .. 03 +0.11 
4281.371 44 0.81 -5.42 1 
.. 
T ..,5. 79 +O. ll 
4286.006 44 0 .82 . -4.49 -1.48 4 79 -4. 73 +0.17 
4287.405 44 0.83 -4.51 -1.48 5 37 -..,.5 .06 +0.14 
4305 .910 44 0.84 --3.65 --0. 70 5 200 ..,4,33 +0.15 
4321.655 • 235 2.23 -3.80 7 2.8 -5.19 +0.13 
4326.359 43 0.82 - -5 ,25 4 15 - -.5.45 +o.11 
4417.274 161 1.88 -4.09 6 14 -5.51 +0.11 
4427 .098 128 1.50 -3.85 1 14 -5.49 +0.11 
4453.708 160 1.87 -3.99 4 19" ..,5 ,38 +0.11 
4465.807 146 1. 73 ..,4 .12 4 18 --5 .41 +0.11 
4518.022 42 0.82 -4.49 -1.47 4 59 -4.88 +0.14 
4533.238 42 0.84 --3. 70 -0.64 4 151 -,.4.48 +0.15 
4534. 782 42 0.83 -3.93 -0.80 4 108 -4.62 +0.15 
4548.764 42 0.82 . -4 .52 2 42 . -5 .03 +o.12 
4555.486 42 0.84 ..,4_ 62 -.1.60 4 66 -~.84 +0.14 
4617.269 145 1. 74 - 3 .-63 -0.80- 3 44 -5.02 +0.11 
4623.098 145 -1. 73 -3.94 2 22 ..,5 ,33 +0.09 
4639,369 145 1. 73 -4 .. 24 .2 19· -5.39 +0.09 
4639.669 145 1. 74 -4,27 2 lI -5.65 +0.09 
4645,193 145 1.7;3 ..,4t46 2 15 ..,5.51 +0.09 
4656 .46_8 6 0.00 -5.48 -2.49 4 38 -5.08 +0:11 
4681.908 6 0.05 -5 .. 32 -2.21 4 92 -4. 71 +0.13 
~Z58_._120 ~~ 233 2,24 - - 3. 61 3 22 ..,.5,33 +0.08 w 00 
TABLE III (Continued) 
A Multiplet: 1-og gH. Number 1 w of w ti log ij RMT RMT Xe NBS Other Measures 
. og I 
0 
Ti I (Continued) 
4759.272 233 2.25 -3.60 3 25 -5 ~27 +0.09 
4799. 797 242 2.26 -4.05 3 30 -5.21 +0.08 
4805.416 260 2.33 -3. 97 3 12 -5.62 +o_.o.s 
4820.410 126 1.50 -4.55 2 19 -5.42 +0.07 
4840.874 53 0.90 -4. 79 3 Z3 -5.33 +0.07 
4913.616 157 1.87 -3.98 1 18 -,5.45 +0.07 
4919.867 200 2.15 ·-4.10 1 11 -5.64 +0.07 
4981. 732 38 0.84 -3. 73 -0.59 2 :123 -4.61 +0.09 
5016 .162 38 0.84 -4. 74 -1.64 2 54 -4.97 +0.07 
5024. 842 38 0.8J. -4. 77 -1.69 .2 74 -4.83 +0.08 
5025.570 173 2.03 -3.86 2 41 -5.09 +0.07 
5039.959 5 0.02 -5.26 -2.17 2 66 -4.88 +0~07 
5043.578 38 0.83 -5.60 2 . 14 . ..,5~55 +0.06 
5152.185 4 0.02 -6 .02 .1 11 -5.67 +0.05 
5173.742 4 0.00 -5.35 -2.16 5 74 -4.84 +0.06 
5194.043 183 2.09 -4.36 2 8 -5.86 +0.05 
5201.096 183 2.08 -4.50 1 8 -,5.83 +0.05 
5210.386 4 0.05 -5.18 -1.90 4 62 -4.93 +0.06 
5224.301 183 2.13 -3.86 2 18 -5.46 +0.05 
5689.465 249 2.29 -4.16 1 12 ..., 5. 68 +0.02 
5713 .895 249 2.28 -4.53 1 13 -5.65 +0.02 
5766.330 309 3.28 -3.44 1 14 .-5.60 +0.01 
5866.453 72 1.06 -4. 77 1 14 -5.62 +0.01 
5918.548 71 1.06 ...,5 .31 1 14 -5.61 +0.01 
Ti II 
4300.052 41 1.18 -4.92 4 218 -4.30 +0.15 w 
4301.9Z~. _ -- _ _3-l 1.16 -5.32 -·- . - _4 152 .-4.45 +0.16 \;O 
TABLE III (Continued) 
I\. Mult ir:ilet log gfA -Number w 
RMT .RMT Xe NBS Other of w .1og I L'ilog Tlo Measures 
Ti II (Continued) 
4312.861 41 1.18 -5.31 7 176 · -4.39 +0.16 
4316.807 94 2.04 -5 .94 7 55 -4.90 +0.15 
4337.916 20 1.08 -5 .14 6 ,159* -4.44 +0.16 
4344.291 20 .l.08 -5.95 4 104* -4.62 +0.18 
4394.057 51 1.22 .., 5. 90 6 IIO --4 .60 +0.18 
4395.031 19 1.08 -4.82 6 223 --4 .29 +0.15 
4395.848 -61 1.24 -6.37 6 87 -4.71 +0.17 
4409.519 61 1.23 --6.96 2 37 -5.08 +0.13 
4417. 718 40 1.16 -5.48 6 129 -4.53 +0.17 
4421.949 93 2.05 -5.92 6 63 _ -4.85 +0.16 
4443.802 19 1.08 -5.00 5 173 -4.41 +0.16 
4450.487 19 1.08 -5,88 5 137 -4.51 +0.17 
4468.493 31 1.13 -4.93 5 189 -4.37 +0.15 
4533.966 50 1.23 -4.84 3 253 ..,4,25 +0.13 
4563.761 50 1.22 -5.21 3 194 -4.37 +0.14 
4568.312 60 1.22 -7 .20 2 46 ..,5 .00 +0.12 
4571.971 82 1.56 -4.52 3 245 --4.27 +0.13 
4708.663 ·49 1.23_ - -6.80 2 68 -4.84 +0.12 
4779.986 92 2.04 -s.g4 3 84 -.4. 76 +0.11 
4805.105 92 2.05 -4.98 2 155 -4.49 +0.11 
5129.143 86 1.88 -5 .12 2 _ 137- -4.57 +0.07 
5185.90 86 1.88 -,5.88 4 76 -4.83 +0.06 
533-6.809 69 1.57 -5 .52 4 85 -4.80 +0.06 
5381.020 69 1.56 -6 .57 3 72 --4~ 88 - +o.os 
5418.802 69 1.57 -6.61 ,3 59 -4.96 +0.04 
,p-_ 
0 
TABLE III (~ontinued) 
;\ Multiplet log gfA · Number w 
RMT RMT X NBS Other of w log - Mog :n e Measures :>i. 0 
.Cr I 
4001.444 268. 3.87 -3,35 2 .36 -5.04 +o.15 
4022.263 268 .3.87 -3-.61 3 15 -5.42 +0.12 
. 
4039.100 251 .3.83 -3.26 2 .29 · .,.5 .15 +0.13 
4065. 716 279 4,09 -4, 75 1 6 -5.85 +0.12 
4120.613 65 2.70 -4.60 -0.57 1 16 -5.40 +0.12 
4126 .521 35 2.53 -4.24 -0.51 2 15 ..,5_43 +0,12 
4197 .234 249 3.83 -3.90 3 ll ..,5 .58 +0.12 
4208.357 249 3.83 -3.96 1 4 - -6,03 +0.11 
4209.368 Z-48 3.83 -3 .49 1 15 ..,.5,45 +0.12 
4211.349 133 3,00 -4.36 2 11 -5 ,60 +0,12 
4254.346 i 0.00 -4.64 -1.37 3 180 -4.37 +0~16 
4272. 910 96 ·2 .89 -4.46 -0.61 3 16 -5.42 +0.11 
4274.803 1 0.00 -4. 76 -1.47 3 172 -4.40 +0.16 
4289. 721 1 o.oo -4.95 -l.61 4 219' .. 4.29 +0,15 
4337.566 22 0.96 -5 .12 -1 .80 6 93* -4.67 +0.17 
4339.450 22 0.98 -4.94 4 54* -4.90 +0.15 
4339.718 22 0.96 -5.43 4 25* ..,.5.23 +0.13 
4344.507 22 LOO -4.69 -1.43 2 <J7*- -4.65 +0.18 
4346_,833 104 2.97 -4.16 -0.27 5 29* .... 5.18 +0.13 
4351.051 22 0.96 -5~43 2 48 · -4.96 +0.14 
4373.254 -22 0.98 -6.15 4 10 -5.66 +0.11 
4381.112 64 2.70 --4.62 .-0.68 1 5 -5.93 +0.10 
4384. 977 -22 1.03 -5.24 .3 46 -4.98 +0.14 
4387 .496 103 2.99 -4.25 -0.41 4 37 -5.08 +0.13 
4410.304 129 3:00 -4~63 2 7 "".5. 79 +0.11 
4412.250 22 1.03 -6.42 4 12 -5.57 +0.11 
4458.538 127 3.00 -3.98 -0.21 3 35 -5.10 +0.12 
+:'-
I-' 
·TABLE III {Continued) 
A MuLti]_)let log gfA Number w 
RMT - RMT Xe NBS -Other of w log - !::J.log T] Measures A 0 
-Gr I (Continued) 
4511. 903 150 3.07 -3 .98 +0.01 4 37 -5.09 +0.12 
4535 .146 33 2.53 -4.82 .. 2 15 -5.50 +0.10 
4545.956 10 0.94 -5 .31 -1. 99 4 84 -4.73· +0.14 
4591.394 21 0.96 ..,5_52 -2 .27 5 58 -4.90 +0.12 
4600.752 21 1.00 -5 .36 -1. 85 5 86 -4.73 +0.13 
4616.137 21 0.98 -5 .29 -1. 90 4 TO -4.82 +0.13 
4626.188 21 0.96 -5.33 -1. 89 4 65 -,4.85 +0.13 
4639.538 186 3.10 -4.27 1 35 --5.12 +0.10 
4646.174 21 .1.03 -4 .82 -1.45 4 132 -4.55 +0.14 
4649.461 32 2.53 -4.97 2 15 -5.49 +0,09 
4651.285 21 0.98 -5 .30 -2.00 4 61 -4.88 +0.12 
4652.158 21 1.00 -5 .12 -1.54 4 76 -4. 79 +0.13 
4708.040 186 3.15 -3 .63 +0.35 5 40 -5.08 +0.10 
4718 .429 186 ·3.18 -3.51 +0.36 5 56 -4.93 +0.11 
4724.416 145 3.07 -4. 31 2 12 ~s.58 +0.08 
4730. 711 145 3.07 -3.94 2 29 -5 .21 +0.09 
4745.308 61 2.70 -5 .09 2 11 -5.66 +0.08 
4756.113 145 3.09 -3.45 +0.41 5 55 -4.94 +0.10 
4764.294 231 3.54 -3. 94 2 24 -5.30 +0.09 
4836.857 144 3.09 -4.85 3 13 -5.56 +0.07 
4922.267 143 3.09 -3.60 +0.18 2 156 --4.50 +0.10 
4936.334 166 3.10 -3. 98 -0.20 2 41 -5.08 +0.07 
4954. 811 166 3.11 -3. 97 -0.20 2 60 -4.92 +0.08 
4964.928 9 0.94 -6.60 1 30 -5.22 +0.07 
5110. 751 60 2.70 -4.96 2 11 -5 .66 +0.05 
5206.039 7 0.94 -4.27 -0.83 4 164 -4.50 +0.07 
5238.971 59 2. to -4.17 1 zo -5.43 +0.05 
5243.395 201 3.38 -4,29 4 27 ..,5 :28 +0.05 
5247.564 18 0.96 -5. 72 -2.29 4 55 -4.98 +0.06 
5296.686 18 0.98 -5 .64 -2.06 4 76 -4.84 +0.06 
5297.360 ___ 94 ____ .2.89 -4.42 +0.03 4 82 -4.81 +0.06 ~ N 
TABLE III (Continued) 
I\ Multiplet log gfA. Number -w 
of w L'.Uog 'T1 RMT RMT Xe NBS Otber Measures 
. log~ 
0 
Cr I (Continued) 
5298.269 18 o:9a -5.35 -1.85 4 .146 -4(56 -+0.06 
5329.12 94 2.90 -4.40 -0.12 4 57 -4.97 +o.05 
5345.807 18 1.00 -5 .25 -l.66 4 84 -4.80 +0.06 
5348.319 18 1.00 -5.56 -1.84 4 55 -4.99 +0.05 
5390.394 191 3.35 -4.83. ,3 26 -5.31 +0.03 
5409.791 18 l.03 -4-97 -1.38 3 119 -4.66 +0.05 
5712.778 119 3.00 -4.81 1 9 -5.79 +0.02 
Mn I· 
4018.102 5 2.11 -4.05 4 143 -4.45 +0.18· 
4030.755 2 0.00 -4.87 4 286 -4 .15 +0.15 
4033.073 2 0,00 ~5.03 4 225 -4.25 +0.15 
4034.490 2 0.00 -5 .27 4 181 :..4.35 +0.16 
4055.543 5 2.13 -3.92 3 113 -4.56 +0.19 
4059.392 29 3.06 -4.17 2 31 -5 .12 +0.14 
4070.279 5 2.18 -4. 69 4 33 -5.09 +0.14 
4079.422 5 2.18 -4.29 2 87 -4.67 +0.18 
4082.944 5 2.17 -4.14 3 55 -4. 87 +0.16 
4257.659 23 2.94 -3 .98 3 15 -5.46 +0.12 
4265.924 23 2.93 -4.00 2 23 -5.27 +0.12 
4453.005 22 2.93 -4.29 2 18 -5.39 +0.11 
4457.045 28 3.06 -4.65 2 11 -5.59 +0.11 
4470.138 22 2.93 -4.20 4 23. ~5 .29 +0.11 
4502.220 22 2.91 -4.17 3 48 -5 .21 +o.11 
4709.715 21 2.88 -4.38 4 30 -5 .19 +o.10 
4739.108 21 2.93 -4.44 4 25 -5 .28 +0.09 
4754.042 16 2.27 -4.19 4 129 -4.57 +0.12 
4765.859 21 2.93 -4.07 3 67 -4.07 +0.11 ~ w 
7ABLE III {Continued) 
"- Multiplet log gD .. 
.Number w 
RMT RMT Xe NBS Other of W· log - .Mog 11 Measures A. 0 
.....-::--.,,,, Mn I (Continued) 
4766.430 21 2.91 -3 .87 4 85 -4.75 +0.11 
4783.420 16 2.29 .,.4_21 4 158 -4.48 +0.11 
4823.516 16 2.31 -4,,_17 ~4~~ _ -- _180 _ -4.l,i,3 +0.11 
Fe I 
4005.246 43 1.55 -4.46 -1.32 .3 284 -4.15 +0.15 
4009.714 72 2.21 -4.86 3 103 -4.59 +0.19 
4045.815 43 1.48 -3.67 -0. 62 4 558 -3.86 +0.15 
4062.446 359 2.83 -4.33 .3 98 -4.62 +0.19 
4063.597 43 1.55 -4.00 -0. 76 4 372 .. -4 .04 +0.15 
4071. 740 43 1.60 -4.03 -0.81 4 329 -4.09 +0.15 
4107.492 354 2.82 -4.23 2 85* -4.68 +0.18 
4134. 681 357 2.82 -4.23 1 123 -4.53 +0.18 
4143. 871 43 1.55 -4.50 -1.24 2 . 265 -4.19 +0.15 
4147.673 42 1.48 -5.87 1 103 -4.60 +0.19 
4154.502 . 355 2.82 -4.24 1 123 -,4.53 +0.18 
4175.640 354 2.83 -4.29 3 102 .,.4.61 +0.18 
4181. 758 354 .2.82 . -3.95 3 154 -4.43 +0.17 
4187.044 152 2.44 -4.12 3 129 -4.51 +0.18 
4187.802 152 2.41 -4.15 2 180 -4.37 +0.16 
4191.436 152 2.46 -4.32 2 150 -4.45 +0.17 
.4199.098 522 3.03 .. 3.56 3 133 -4.50 +0.18 
4202.031 42 1.48 -4.67 -1.43 3 228 -4.27 +0.15 
4206. 702 3 0.05 .. (i.,60 3 116 -4.56 +0.17 
4216.186 3 0.00 -7 .47 -4.05 3 137 -4.49 +0.18 
4219.364 800 . 3 .56 -3.51 .. 3. 70C 3 141 -4.48 +0.17 
4222.219 152 2.44 -4.64 -4. 99C 3 120 -4.55 +0.18 
4227.434 693 3.32 -3 .37 _ -~-:_J.76C 3 ___ 23L -,4.26 +0.15 -i::--+:'-
TABLE III (Continued) 
i\ Multiplet log gft.. Number w 
RMT RMT Xe NBS Otber of w . log~ ll.log 11 Measure-s 0 
Fe I (Continued) 
4233.608 152 2.47 -4. 17 -4.66C 3 140 -4.48 +0.17 
4235.942 152 2.41 -4.04 -4.44C 3 207 -4.31 +0.16 
4238.816 693 3.38 -3 .97 -4. 06C 3 139 -4.48 +0.17 
4247.432 693 3.35 -3. 98 -4, llC 3 154 -4.44 +0.17 
4248.228 482 , 3.06 -4.44C 3 93 -4.66 +0.18 
4250.125 152 . 2.46 -4.15 -4. 60C 3 156 -4.43 +0.17 
4250.790 42 1.55 -4. 75 -1.43 3 177 -4.38 +0.16 
4260.479 152 2.39 -3. 75 -4.19C 2 223 -4 .. 28 +0.15 
4271.159 152 2.44 -4.18 -4.48C 3 184 -4.37 +0.16 
4271. 764 4Z 1.48 -4.21 -0.98 3 276 -4.19 +0.15 
4282.406 71 2 .J 7 -4.63 -4. 74C 4 144 -4.47 +0.17 
4291.466 3 0.05 -4.71 4 89 -4.68 +0.17 
4325.765 42 1.60 -4.12 -0. 78 4 372 -4.07 +0.14 
4337.049 41 1.55 -5.55 -2 .25 4 158* -4.44 +0.17 
4352.737 71 2.21 -4.90 6 159 -4.44 +0.16 
4369. 774 518 3.03 -4.55 5 131 -4.52 +0.17 
4375.932 2 0,00 -6.93 -3. 72 4 139 -4.50 +0.17 
4383.547 41 1.48 -4.01 -0.60 4 397 -4.04 +0.14 
4389.244 2 0.05 -4.98 4 44 -5.00 +0.14 
4404.752 41 1.55 -4.25 -0.88 4 313 --4.15 +0.14 
4415.125 41 1.60 -4.45 -1.36 4 276 -4.20 +0.14 
4427,312 2 0.05 -6.89 -3. 72 4 156 -4.45 +0.16 
4430.618 68 2.21 -6.74C 4 118 -4.57 +0.17 
4442.343 68 2.19 -4.85 -5.28C 3 .138 -".:'.'4 .51 +0.17 
4443.197 350 2.85 -4 .59' -3. 99C 3 120 -4.57 +0.17 
4447. 722 68 2.21 -4.83 -5.23C 3 134 -4.52 +0.17 
4454.383 350 2.82 -4.69C 3 109 -4.61 +0.17 
4461. 654 2 0.09 - 7 .16 -3.89 3 197 -4.36 +0.16 ~ \Jl 
-
TABLE III (Continued) 
A Multiplet log gfA Number w 
RMT RMT Xe NBS Other of w log - fllog 11 Measures A 0 
Fe I (Continued) 
4466.554 350 2.82 -4.15 3 152 -4.47 +0.16 
4489.741 2 0.12 -.4.55 3 113 -4.60 +0.16 
4494.568 68 2.19 -4. 79 -4. 99C l 161 -4.45 +0.15 
4531.152 . 39 1.48 -5 .97 -6,09C 1 265 -4.23 +0.13 
4602.944 . 39 1.48 -5.89 -2.26 2 119 -4.59 +0.14 
4736. 780 554 3.20 -4.40 3 137 '."'4.54 +0.12 
4859.748 318 2.86 -4.66 4 145* -4.53 +0.10 
4871.323 318 2~85 -4.19 4 195* -4.40 +0.10 
4872 .144 318 2.87 ..,4_41 4 191* -4.41 +0.10 
4890.762 318 2.86 -4.42 4 193 -4.40 +0.10 
4891.496 318 2.84 -4.09 4 235 -4.-32 +0.09 
4918, 999 318 2.85 -4,28 2 .. 203 -4.38 +0.09 
4920.509 318 2.82 -3.94 2 269 -4.26 +0.08 
5001. 871 965 3.86 -4.06 2 170 -4.47 +0.08 
5005. 120· 984" 3.87 -4.14 1 145 -4.54 +0.09 
5006.126 318 2.82 -4.63 1 145 -4.54 +0.09 
5049.825 114 2.27 -5,28 2 144 -4.54 +0.08 
5051.636 16 0.91 -6.93 2 155 -4.51 +0.08 
5068. 774 383 2.93 -4.93 2 li7 -4.64 +0.08 
5083.342 16 0.95 -6.98 2 119 -4.63 +0.08 
5110 .414 1 0.00 - 7 .54 -4.41 2 161 -4.50 +0.08 
5133.692 1092 4.16 -3.58 3 142 -4.56 +0.07 
5191.460 383 3.03 -4.24 -4. 63C 4 152 ..,.4_53 +0.07 
5192.350 383 2.99 -4.10 -4.46C 4 145 -4.55 +0.07 
5194.943 36 1.55 -5.83 -6 ,30C 4 106 -4.69 +0.07 
5216~278 36 1.60 -5.86 -6.28C 4 122 . -,4.63 +0.07 
5225.533 1 0~ 11 -9.03C 1 59 -4.95 +0.06 
5232.946 383 2.~~ -3.91 -4.29C 4 . 194 -4.43 +0.06 
.-i:--
°' 
TABLE III {Continued) 
t.. Multiplet log gft.. Number log aN Xe of w L'.llog.T] RMT RMT NBS Other Measures t.. 0 
Fe I (Continued) 
5250.650 66 2.19 -6.23C 4 82 -4.81 +0.06 
5266.562 383 2.99 -4.20 -4. 61C 4 142 -4.57 +0.06 
5269.541 i's 0.86 -5 .67 -2 .05 4 202 -4.42 +0.06 
' 5281.796 383 3,03 -4.56 4 106 -4. 70 +0.06 
5283.628 553 3.23 -4.06 3 161 -4.52 +0.06 
5307.365 36 1.60 - 7 4 lOC 4 75 -4. 85 +0.06 
5324.185 553 3.20 -3.84 -4.15C 4 167 -4.50 +0.06 
5328.042 15 0.91 -5. 70 -2 .19 4 265 -4.30 +0.06 
5339,935 553 .3.25 -4.49 4 102 -4. 72 +0.06 
5364.874 1146 4.43 -3. 75 3 92 -4. 77 +0.06 
5367.470 1146 4.40 -3. 70 3 95 -4. 75 +0.06 
5369 0 965 1146 4.35 -3~56 3 117 -4.66 +0.06 
5383.374 1146 4.29 -3.41 3 136 -4.60 +0.06 
5393.174 553 3.23 -4.37 3 109 -4.69 +0.05 
5397. 131 15 0.91 -6.12 -2.66 3 170 -4.50 +0.05 
5404.144 1165 4.42. -3.29 3 183 -4.47 +0.05 
5405. 778 15 0.99 -6.05-- -2450.- 3 .167 -4.51 +0.05 
5410.913 116"5 4.45 -3.56 3 107 -4. 70 +0.05 
5424.072 T146 4.30 -3.34 3 156 -4.54 +0.05 
5429.699' 15 0.95 - 6 .03 -2.56 3 228 -4.38 +0.05 
5434.527 15 1.01 -6.17 -2. 73 3 160 -4.53 +0.05 
5445.045 116:3 4.37 -3.81 3 103 -4. 72 +0.05 
5446.920 15 0.99 -6.12 -2.63 3 222 .. 4.39 +0.05 
5497 .519 rs 1.01 - 6. 68 2 174 -4.50 +0.05 
5501.469 15 0 .. 95· -6.93 2 146 -4.58 +0.05 
5506.782 15 0.99 -.6. 6{l,- 1 154 -4.55 +0.05 
5569.625 686 3.40 -4.21 1 124 -4.65 +0.04 
5572.849 6816 3.38 -4.05 1 146 -4.58 +0.04 +:-
-._J 
TABLE III (Gon.tinued) 
II. Multiplet log gf/1. Numoer w 
Xe of w log - . Mag T) RMT RMT NBS Other Measures I\. 0 
Fe I (Continued) 
5576.097 686 3.42 -4. 65 1 86 ... 4.81 +0.04 
5586.763 686 3.35 -3 .96 1 193 -4.46 +0.03 
5615.652 686 3.32 -3. 90 2 215 -4.42 +0.03 
5762.992 1107 4. 19 -4.05 1 113 -4. 71 +0.03 
6024.066 1178 4.53 -3. 79 1 76 -4.90 0.00 
6065.487 207 2.60 -5.26 1 99 -4. 79 0.00 
6137.696 207 2.58 -5.06 1 114 -4. 73 -0 .01 
6230. 728 207 2.55 -5.10 2 134 -4.67 -0 .01 
6246.334 816 3.59 -4. 52 2 77 -4. 91 -0 .01 
6252.561 169 2.39 -5.47 2 108 -4. 76 -0. 01 
6265.140 62 2 .17 -6 .07 2 64 -4.99 -0 .01 
630L515 816 3.64 -,4.54 2 103 -4. 79 -0. 02 
6318.022 168 2.44 -5.81 2 79 -4. 90 -0. 02 
6393.605 168 2.42 -5.52 1 117 -4.74 -0 .02 
641L658 816 -3. 64 -4. 32 1 124 -4. 71 .., 0. 02 
642L355 111 2.27 .,5.77 1 93 -4. 84 -0. 02 
6430.851 62 2 .17 -5.78 1 93 -4.84 -0. 02 
6494.985 168 2.39 - -5.08 1 129 -4. 70 -0. 03 
Co I 
4020.898 16 0.43 -5.98 3 29 -5.14 +0.14 
4092. 386 29 0.92 -5.13 2 112~'<- -,4.56 +0.19 
4110.532 29 1.04 -5 .19 2 38'"" ..,5 .04 +0.15 
4121.318 28 0.92 -4.41 2 90 -4.66 +0.18 
4517.094 150 3 .11 -4.42 2 23 -5.29 +0.11 
' 4693.190 ' 156 3 .22 -4.01 2 18 -5:48 +0:09 
4727 .936 15 0:43 - 7 .48 2 14 - -5. 54 +0.08 
5156.366 180 4.04 -3 .70 1 50 -5.01 +0.06 ,I> 
-~-~ 00 
A 
RMT 
5212.699 
5342.703 
5343 .383 · 
5369 .591 . 
4462.460 
4470.483 
4604.994 
4606.231 
4648.659 
4686.218 
4714.421 
4715. 778 
4756.519 
4806.996 
4829.028 
4866.267 
4873.437 
4904.413 
4918,363 
4935.830 
4980.161 
4984.126 
5000.335 
5012.464 
5017.591 
5035.374 
Multiplet 
RMT Xe 
Co I (Continued) 
170 
190· 
190 
3'9 
Ni I 
86 
86 
98 
100 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98 
163 
131 
111 
111 
129'" 
177 
177 
112 
143 
145 
111 
111 
143 
3~50 
4.00 
4.01 
L73 
3.45 
,3,38 
.3,47 
. 3.58 
3.40 
.3.58 
3.37 
3.53 
3.47 
3.66 
3.53 
3.52 
3.68 
3.53 
3.82 
3.92 
3.59 
3.78 
3.62 
', 3.68 
3.52 
3.62 
TABLE III (Continued) 
log gfll. 
NBS Other 
Number 
of 
Measures 
-3.57 
-3.22 
-3.52 
,-5 .52 
-4.12 
-3.68 
-3 .57 
-.4.04 
-3.55 
-3 .,94 
-3.49 
... 4.07 
-3 .93 
-3 .98 
-4.07 
-3.89 
-4.06 
-3.83 
-3.88 
.. 4.05 
-3. 78 
.. 3.66 
-4.23 
-4.12 
-3. 77 
-3.40 
1 
2 
3 
·1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
2 
2 
2 
w 
15 
9 
24 
17 
57 
67 
72 
23 
75 
35 
136 
53 
67 
· 35 
99 
66* 
52* 
58 
51 
26 
96 
91 
78 
55 
97 
85 
w 
log i 
-5.54 
.. 5, 77 
-5.34 
-5.51 
-4.89 
-4.82 
-4.81 
-5.31 
-4. 79 
.. 5 .13 
-4.54 
-4.95 
-.4.85 
-5.14 
-4.69 
-4.87 
-4.97 
-4.93 
-4.98 
..,5,27 
-4.71 
-4. 74 
-4.81 
-4.96 
-4.71 
-4. 77 
t'.llog.T]0 
+0.05 
+0.04 
+0.04 
+0.04 
+0.15 
+0.15 
+0.13 
+0.09 
+0.13 
+0.10 
+0.13 
+0.10 
+0.11 
+0.09 
+0.11 
+0.09 
+0.09 
+0.08 
+0.08 
+0.07 
+0.09 
+0.09 
+0.08 
+0.07 
+0.08 
+0.08 ~ \0 
A. 
RMT 
5080.523 
5081.111 
5084.081 
5099.946 
5115 .397 
5146.478 
5155.764 
5176.565 
5578.734 
5592.283 
Multiplet 
RMT Xe 
Ni I (Continued) 
143 
., 194 
.i62 
161 
177 
162 
210 
209 
47 
69 
3.64 
3.83 
·3.66 
3.66 
. 3.82 
3.69 
3.88 
· 3.88 
1.67 
1.94 
TABLE III (Continued) 
log gfA. 
NBS Other 
Number 
of 
Me~sures 
-3.38 
-3.47 
-3. 97 
-3.97 
-3.97 
-3.78 
-3.66 
-4.14 
-6.55 
-5 .98 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
5 
l 
l 
w 
10.2 
67 
73 
78 
65 
100 
65 
33 
27 
22 
w 
10g I 
-4. 70 
-4.88 
-4.85 
-4.82 
-4.90 
-4. 71 
-4.90 
-5.19 
-5.32 
-5.41 
L\log 'Tl0 
+0.08 
+0.07 
+0.07 
+o.07 
+0.07 
+0.07 
+0.06 
+0.05 
+0.02 
+0.02 
Ul 
0 
'·-
., 
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values of log gf\ from other Sources; for Ti I the values in this 
su.b-,colutnn are taken from. the Kings' tables, for Ti II the values are 
from Wright, for Cr I the values are from Hill and King, and for Fe I 
the values are from the Kings' tables. and Carter's tables, Carter's 
values are :foUowed by the letter "C" so that va.lues from the two 
~ources may be distinguished. 
Column 5 lists the number 9f profiles measured for the line, 
Colump. 6 g;i.ves the equivalent width in milliangstroms. ·Equivalent 
widths of lines found in the wings of t;:he Balmer li.nes have been correct-
ed a~cording to Thackeray's relation and are indicated by an asterisk, 
Data pertinent to these lines are listed in Table IV, 
Column 7 gives log W/A,.where Wand A have the same units, 
Column 8 lists the value of the limb darkening cor~ection, 6log TI 
''o' 
for the Milne-Eddington pure scattering model. Such corrections can 
be obtain~d by interpolating in the published curve of growth tables. 
The addition. of 6log i] to the abscissa of each line accounts for Q 
differences in limb darkening (which depends upon thewavelength) and 
makes possible the fitting of all lines to a theoretical curve of growth 
1 1 d f · 1 1 of B0 /B1 . h k b 2/3 ca cu ate or a s~ng e va ue , ere ta en to e , 
6log TI is a function of B0 /B1 . Hence, to determine 6log TI for 
'lo . 'lo. 
a given line, it is necessary to know the value of B0 /B1 corresponding 
to the wavelength of the line, It was assumed that the values of 
B0 /:B 1 fot" e Ursae Maj oris are approximately the same as for the sun, 
where t)J.e source of; continuous opacity is the negative hydrogen ion, 
This seems to be a valid assumption, inasmuch as the temperature of 
9 Ursae Majoris is only slightly higher than that of the sun and is 
certainly much too low for neutraf hydrogen and helium to play a 
52 
TABLE IV 
PA'J'A PERTXNENT.TO LINES LOCATED ON WINGS Of HYDROGEN LlNES 
Wing W(mA) W(ma) fl (A) Element r 
.• .Locati,on w Observed Corrected 
4092·;386. Co I "Bo 0.904 102 112 
4107.492 :fe I Ho 0,832 71 85 
4110 .532 Co I H6 0.891 34 38 
4337.049 Fe I Hy 0.808 127 158 
4337.566 Cr I Hy 0, 769 71 93 
4337.916 Ti n Jly 0.739 117 159 
4339.450 Cr I Hy 0,561 30 54 
4339.718 Cr I By Q,519 13 25 
4344,291 T' .i lI Hy 0.811 84 104 
4344,507 Cr I Hy 0.832 81 97 
4346.833 Cr l Hy 0.899 26 29 
4859.748 Fe I RS 0,602 87 145 
4866.267 Ni r HS 0.821 54 66 
4871. 323 Fe :i: HS 0.894 174 195 
4872 .144 Fe I BS 0.902 172 191 
4873.437 Ni I HS 0. 913t 48 52 
prominent role in the continuous absorption. Therefore, the values of 
B0 /Bl used in this paper are taken from the solar values observed by 
Houtgast (1942). The values were read from the plot in Figure 7 whieh 
was constructed from Houtgast's data. 
6log ~ varies with the intensity of the line, i.e., with log W/b, 
0 
. 0 1 
as well as with B /B . In order to obtain approximate values of log W/b 
for each line, log c/v was taken to be approxim;;1tely equal to 5.00; 
va],.11es ;i.n this ne:lghborhood had been obtained :f;rom the applications of 
the other models. Then, using the measured values of log W/\, 
log W/b = log W/\ + 5.00, (24) 
The limb darkening corrections are slightly affected by the value 
of the damping parameter, a, These variations were considered to be 
neeligibly small, however, and the values of 8log ~ given in Column 8 ~ . 0 
are for log a= •l.4. 
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0,.80 · 
0.7Q 
0.60 
0 • .50 
0,40 
0 • .30 
5000 6000 
.A (Angstroms) 
0 1 . . Fig4re 7, . B /B Veri;;u1:1 Wavde:p.gth, , 'l;he di;ita µsed tro conistruct the 
cur~e ar~ the solar values observed by Hout1ast (1~42), The ciroled 
point if an the valµes givei;i by Houtgast. l'he points were connected 
by a s~ooth cu~ve for purposes of interpolation, 
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For the s-s pure scattering model, limb darkening corrections are 
not large enough to be of any consequence and have not been applied in 
th:i..s study. 
Limb darkening effects are taken into account in a different way 
Qy Hunger i,.n his pure absorption curves, Bere, the limiting depth, R, 
. . C 
which !l,epends qpon B0 /B1, appears in the ordinate c;,f the theoretical 
cur~es. The observed curv~s of growth in the case of pure absorption 
are pl9tted with 
es ordinate. 
log W/2R \=log W/A. - log 2R 
C . C 
The values of logia were ~ead for each line from 
C 
(25) 
Table V, which ~ives log 2R as a £unction of B0 /B1 . ;[n order to form 
C 
this table, R was calculated from Equation (5) for each value of B0 /B1 
C 
Usted. 
Comparison of Equivalent Width Measurements 
With 'l'hose of Greenstein 
Jn Figu~e 8, a comparison is made of the ~quivalent widths of the 
9 Ursae Majoris lines measured in th:i,.$ paper and identical lines measured 
by Greenstein (1948). Inspection of the figure reveals good agreement 
for values of log W/')... a1;ound -4.50 .. For stronger lines, our values are 
larger ~han ~hose of Greenstein, and the reverse is true for the weaker 
lines. These variances may be due to the different methods used to 
obtain equivalent widths. In Greenstein's work the proftlei wer~ drain 
on the micr<:>photometer tracings, line depths measured every millimeter, 
converted into absorptions, and numeri,.cally integrated to obtain the 
equi,val~nt widths. In this paper the profiles were drawn on the intensi-
tometer tracings rather than the microphot;ometer tracings. The l'rofiles 
55 
we~e then planimetered to obtain eqqivalent widths. Consequently, 
., ' 
Bo/Bl lc;,g 2R 
C 
0,20 +o;i9 
0,21 +Q.18 
0.22 +0, 18 
0,23 +0.17 
0.24. +0.17 
Q,25 +Q.16 
0,26 +0 116 
0,27 +0.15 
0.28 +0.15 
0,29 
-+,Q' L4 
0. ,30 +0.14 
0.31 +0,14 
.o ,32 +o.u 
0,33 +0.13 
0.34 +0.12 
0.35 +o.iz 
Q.36 +o,n 
0.37 +0,11 
0.38 +0.10 
0,39 +0.10 
0.40 +0.10 
0.41 +0,09 
0.42 +0.09 
,· 
TABLE V 
LOG 2R AS A fUNQ!ION Of B0 /B 1 
C 
Bo/Bl log 2R 
C 
0'.43 +0.08 
0.44 +0108 
0 ,45 +0.08 
Q;46 +0,07 
0.47 +0,07 
0.48 +0.07 
0.49 +0,06 
0.50 +0.06· 
0.51 +0.05 
0. 52 . +0,05 
0.5,3 +0.05 
0.54 +0.04 
0,55 +0.04 
0.56 +0.04 
0,57 +0,03 
0,58 +0,03 
0.59 +0.03 
0.60 +0.02 
0.61 .J,,() , 0 2 
0.62 +0.02 
0.63 +0.01 
0.64 +0.01 
0.65 +O 01 
Bo/Bl log 2R 
C 
0.66 o.oo 
0.67 o.oo 
0.68 0.00 
Q.69 -0.01 
o. 70 -0.01 
o. 71 -0.01 
0.72 -0 .02 
0, 73 -0.02 
o. 74 -0.02· 
0,75 -0.03 
0.76 ,.,Q,03 
o. 77 .. Q,03 
0.78 -0.04 
0, 79 -0.04 
0.80 -0.04 
0,81 -0 .04 
0.8~ -0.05 
0,83 -:0,05 
0.84 -0.05 
0,85 -:0.06 
0.86 ... o.06 
0,87 -. 0. 06 
0.88 .. o.06 
-4 
fl " ., • 
• • • 
.. . 
• 11•· 
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• 
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log J (Thi~ Paper) 
Figure 8. Cowparii:;on of Equivale:nt W:!,c;lths for Lin~s Gommon to This Paper 
and Qreenste;in. 
CMPTER IV 
RESUL'.J;S 
Discussion ot the Procedures Used in the Reduction of the Pata 
The general procedures etnployed in thia study to determine log c/v, 
log a~ the ex:Gitat;ion temperatµre, and the abundapce from the curve of 
growth have been discussed in Chapter II. The details involved in the 
application of these procedures are considered in the fqllowing para-
graphs. For convenience ;i.n the discussion, the designations "Fe 1 .. NBS, 11 
"Fe I.-l<ing, '' and "F!= l-C,;:1rter" are used to differentiate between the 
three different sets qf data for Fe I corresponding to the three sources 
of f-.values, Si~ilarly, .data pertaining to Ti I and Cr I are referred 
to as '''l'i l-Nl3S," ''Ti I-King," "Cr ~-.:NBS," and "Cl;" J:-l!ill" dc;1tc;1. 
Det:,rmination of Lo12j. c/v 
To provide a means. for c::omparing the observed curve of growth for 
the lines of a given element in a particular stage of ionization with 
the theoretical curves, the values of log W/11. (or log W/2R 11.) for lines 
C 
which all arise from a given atomic term were plotted against the.corres-
ponding values of log gf11. (or log gf11. + 6log ~ ). Such plots represent 
0 
portions of the observed curve of growth, Each point on these plots 
was weighted roughly according to the number of profiles me,;1su:t;ed in 
obtaining the equivalent width of the line--the more profiles measured, 
the tnore reliable the point. The siies of t4e points were made to 
57 
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indtcate the weights, and the larger (more reliable) points were given 
greater influence in determi:p.ing the fit, of the plot on the theoretical 
cµrve of growth, 
It is ni;cessary to have a plot whic:):1. de;::Eines the knee of the observed 
<::u:rve of: growth in order to.clete;:rmine log c/v, The vertical shift re-
i 
· ~uired to fit such a plo\t on thi; theoretical curve gives log c/v, as can 
~e seen .from Equptioq (16) of Chapter Il, In this manner, values were 
obt;3i,1;1eo from the observed curves fo:i; 'l':l ! .. J;•U~S. Ti I-King, Ti l;l, Cr 1 ... 
NB&, Or r~Hill, fe l-,NBS, and Fe I-King, In eac:h case, four values of 
log c/v were;: qetermined conesponding to the four diffe;:"1:11;:nt atmospheric 
moc;ieh. No plots suitable fol:' the det1=rmination of l9g c/v were avail"" 
a He for any of the other sets of lines in.vest ig at~d . 
. Because of the large nurpber o;E Unes available;: and the relatively 
small scatter of the points defining the observed curve of growth, the 
values of'log c/v obtained for Fe I-NBS were regarded as more reliable 
than any of the other dete+111i.nc:1t:lons, Hence, the :Fe I-N:BS values of 
lPg c/vwere adopted fQr use yv;i.th the corresponding atmospheric models 
:j.11J. the an/;llysis of the lines of Ca ;r, Mn I, Co r., and Ni I. For ;Ife I-
Carter, the one remaining set of lines, the values of log c/v found for 
Fe I-,Ki,ng were employed, Since the Kings' £-values were used by 
Carter tQ eatablish a prelim:i.nary rel?tive scale for h:i.s measurements, 
these two sets of £~values are closely related, For thi,s reason, the 
Fl;\ ;[-King vi;ilues, of log c/v were :f;elt to be the most appropriate chpices 
for µse with the Fe · l>•Carter lines, 
Cqncer:p.~ng the validity of usin~ the Fe :(~NBS values of log c/v 
in the study of the lines of Ca 1, Mn ;t' Co I, ;rnd Ni r, it should be 
noteq. that t~e veloc;i.ty, v, depends upon the mass of the atom in question. 
59 
However, this dependence should be negligibly small, as indicated by 
the following discussion, Equation (2) of Chapter II can be written as 
= J 2MkT + 2 
v vturb (26) 
where Mis the mass of the atom and l' is t;:he kinetic temperature. 
Before this equation can be used to compare values of v for different 
atoms, it is necesi:,ary to specify a kinetic temperature ap.d a turbulent 
veloc:i.tyr It was assumed that the kinetic temperature ta approximately 
equal to the effective temperature~ i.e., T = 6210°K as listed by Keenan 
and Morgan (1951) for stars of class F6GIV. Then, us:i.tig the mass of 
the iron atom along with the Fe I-NBS values of log c/v, turbulent;: 
velocities we;e calculated from Equation (26). The four values obtained, 
corresponding to the fo11r different atmospheric models, were found to 
5 . 5 
range between 2,16 x 10 and 2.67 x 10 cm/sec. l)'sing these estimated 
values of vtllrb' Eq11ation (26) was employed to calculate v~lues of v for 
calcium, which h.:1s an .;itomic mass differing from that of iron by a 
greater amount than ;;my of the other elengmts inve$tig,;ilted. It was 
fo11nd that the r~sulting values of log c/v were s11bstant:i.ally the same 
as those for 'Fe I-NBS. For example, the largest di(ference between 
the Fe I ... NBS and calc;ium valties for the same c1tmospheric model amounts 
to 0,02, which is negligible for the purposes of this investigation, 
Because of these results, it was felt that the values of log c/v deter ... 
mined for Fe I-NBS were the best approximat;ions available when this 
quantity could not be determined directly, 
Determin1:1tionof Log a 
I ,I , 
• If strong lines defining the damping portion of the curve of growth 
60 
are ava:i.la-ble 1 log a can be determined. For Fe I..,NBS, Fe :C-K;i.ng, and 
';ri :U, single plpt;s for a given term were available w;i.t].1 enough lines 
of a ~ufficient range of intensity to adequately define the transition 
portion (the section between the knee an,d the beginning of the damping 
portion) as well as the damping portion, Since the transition portion 
of the curve of growth is not perfectly horizontal, the onset of damp-
ing occurs at greater intensities as the damping parameter decreases. 
Hence, fitting the above mentioned plots on the theoretical curves for 
different value~ of the damping parameter requires larger vertical 
shi,fts for s111aller values of log a. HO)'lfi;!Ver, the vertical shi,:l;ts were 
cletermined by other plots that fi,t arounc,l the kt1-ee, ;J;n each case, using 
the appropriate vertical shift, the plot defining the transition and 
damping" vorti,onl:l was superposed upon theoretical c4rves of growth for 
different values of log a. The value belonging to the curve giving 
the best fit was adopted as characteristic of the element and atmospheric 
model under investigation. 
for Ca I, Cr r .. NBS, Cr J:-.Hill, ancl. :Mn I only a few lines were 
st~ong enough to fit on the damping portion, Since it was not possible 
to locate the position of the change from transition to damping wit].1 
the plots available here, the procedure discussed in the above para~ 
graph could not be used. For each of these cases the value of log a 
was taken to be that which resulted in the best straight line when 
. ' . . ' -'?~ 6log X was plotted against x , !his straight line r~lation is discussed 
, e 
f;urther ;ln the next section whieh is concerned w:lth the determination of 
'>':Since the excitation potentials of the lower levels of the trans;i..., 
tions may be slightly different; for different lines arising from a 
particular atomic term, an average value, le' was used for each term. 
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e~cttatioq .temperatures. A set of values of Alo& X was obtained for 
eaGh Vijlue of log a, and 6log X plotted against x, The value of log a 
e 
giving 1:he: beat straight Line was determinE;ad by comparing these plots, .. 
This rather indipect method for determining log a should not be consid~ 
ered as reliabh 1:1s the procedure described iri. the preceding paragraph. 
Because of the absence of strong lines, it was not possible to 
i:3,et;el;I);l:i,.ne valuel!i of log a from the lines of Ti I.,.NBS, ;t'i :i; .. :{(ing, Fe r .. 
Carte~, Co.I, and Nil,· For a particular atmqspheric model, all the 
th~oretical cu~ves of growth :l;or various valtJ.es of log a ar.e the same 
below the knee~ Renee, th~ value of log a is o:I; no signif:Lcanc;:e when 
only weak lines ate considered. 
~quation (18) of Chapter !I may be written as 
Alog X ~constant.,. e~x, 
. e (,27) 
where Xe is .the average of the exdtaUon potentials of all the lines 
ar;i..Sirtg from a given term, It is apparent from this equation that a 
~t~aight line relation should exist between Alog X and ie with a slope 
equal to -e. For each atomic term Alog X was found ·from the hori-
z~ntal .shift require~ to fit the corresponding plo~ on the theoretical 
curve of; gl;'owth. The same vert;Leal shift w~s 9sed for :f;itUng to a 
parti~~lar curve all plots belongihg t;o the same element in a given 
~tage of ionization, although this vertical shift usually changed ;Ln 
going from one atmospheric model to another, the method of least squares 
was employed to obt1:1in the slope,. ,.,9~ o;E the st;ra;tght line which bes.t 
fit the plat of 6log X versus Xe• The e~citation tempera~ure was then 
!:f:llcuL~t;ed from 'l' = 5040/e~ 
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for ~he purposes of the least squares calculation~ each value of 
tilog X was as~igned a weight j.:p,dicative of its a:ppi!irent rel:Lab:tlity. A 
wdgh,t was as::iigned by considering the number of points on the plot 
used ~o determine 6log X, the scatter of the points, the extent of the 
curve of growth defined by the plot, and the fit of the plot on the 
theoretical curve o:f; growth, Some terxps were reprei:;ented by only one 
point. ln such cases the valu~s of Alog X qbtained were given zero 
Wl\l\ight when t;:here wer~ a su:f;f~cienl: nUil)ber of oth~r v,alues to adequately 
c:;lE;:termip.e the i,traight 1:(.p.e relat:i,ng A1Clg X anli Xe· Al~w, when a value 
oe t,log :X: was deady tar off the prelim:i;pary straight line, it was 
given zero weight. 
Determination of the Abundance 
I· ,. ·· I 1. I,,. :1, · · I , I , ·. , , 
;Ln Chapter Uthe equaHon for the abundance in the case of s.;s 
pµre scattering :i,~ presented (Equation (20) ), and the means of modifying 
~h:i,s equation so that it will apply to any l)f the othet modeh is indi .. 
c~ted, Written out in full, the equations giving the abundances for 
the £our models are as follows; 
N-E pure scattertng and pure absorption-~· 
log N-/pii = shi.ft ~ log C + log u - log c/v, (28) 
s"'s pure sc/;it;tering-..,. 
log NU~ shift~· log C + log u - log c/v 1 (29) 
and s~s pure absqrption-"' 
log NJ! ;::: 1>hift ,.. log G + log u - log c/v + log 3/2. (30) 
When relat;ive £ .. values were us~d, as was the ease for '.L'i :(-K:i,ng, 
Cr :i; .. R:i,11, :fe I-King, and Fe ;i: ... carter, :i,t iwas neces13ary to subtract 
anothel;' quantity 1 . 6log gf, froni the right ... hand $ides of Eqw;itions (28), 
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(29), and (30), . t.log gf is defined by the following; 
Alog gf ~ log gf b 1 t • log gf 1 t· , a so u.e re a ive (31) 
The use of relative f-v9lµes causes the shifts obtained to be too large 
· by the amount Mog gf; hence the subtraction of this quanti,ty, :u one 
or more 1;1bsolute f-v,alues are known for lines included in the tables of 
relative f~values, which are on a uniform scale, Alog gf can be cal-
c1-1lated frqm Equaf;:ion (31), The values l\Sed for l'i ;t-King, Cr I-Hill, 
F~ x~~ing, and Fe l~Carter are given later in this chapter jhen the 
:rest;lts ol;,tai;neq from these &ets of lines are prel:lented, 
As pointed out in Chapter u' shi;f;t ~ A log X + ex.e' From this 
equati.on 1 v9luei:; of the shift were determ:L:ned for each atomic term, and 
weighted average values we:1;e calculated 1r1sing the same weights as 
employed in the least; squares determinations of the excitation temper-
atures. The weighted average values were used in the abundance compu-
tations, The constant C is given by Equation (9) of Chapter :LJ. The 
values of log u were obtained by interpolating, when necessary, in the 
tab lea published by Aller (l960) 1 where lqg u is given as a function of 
the exqitation temperature. 
Values have been determined in t):l.is study for the abundances in 
the ~tmosP,here of 9 Ursae M~joris of the neutral atoms of seven elements 
c1nd the singly ionized atoms of one element 1 titaniuin. Titanium Wi;IS 
the only element studied where results were obtained for both the neutral 
anc;l singly ioni?ed atoms. Since second and higher ion:tzat ions are 
negligible; the total abundance of t:it;anium can be obtainecl by adding 
the abundances of the neutral and singly ionized atoms. It was found, 
that the contribution of the neutral atoms to the total abundance is 
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completely negligible as far as the accuracy attained in this study is 
concerned. Hence, the abµndanees obtained for singly. ionized titanium 
also represent the total abundances for titanium. 
For the other six elements studied, where only the abundances of 
the neutral atoms were determined, the S/;lha equ.stion provides a means 
tor estimating the contributions of the iot1-ized atoms to the total 
abundances. The validity of the results obtained is affected by depar-
tures from idealized conditions, Although such departures (e.g., non-
uniform distribution of the atoms and ions throughout the stellar 
atmosphere and deviations from thermodynamic equilibrium) are known to 
exist, the Saha equ.sti,on 1 being the best means available, was applied 
to estim,ste the total abundances. 
lhe Saha equation is presented in Chapter II, and for convenience 
it is restated below: 
(NB\ 5040 2ul 
log (NR) = -log );' 8 ~~Xi+ 2.5 log T - 0~48 + log-;-• (32) 
0 0 
As stated here the equation applies to the s-s model. The subscripts 
1 and O refer respectively to the singly ionized atoms and to the neutral 
atoms, For application to the M,.,.E model, (:NH\ i9nd (NJ;l) 0 are replaced 
For purposes of the calculations, the temperature, T, was taken .to 
be equal to the eff\:;ctive temperature, 6210°K, which is characteristic 
of a:n optical depth in the <;1tmosphere of 0.6. This is a representative 
depth for line formation, It should be noted that results obtained from 
the Saha equation are sensitive to the value used for the temperature, 
which leads to some 1,mcertainty in the results. The ionization pot en-
t;i.als, X·, were taken from the Revised Multiplet Table. Values of 
l,. 
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the partition funptions, u0 and u1, which depend upon the temperature, 
were obtained by referring to the tables published by Aller (1960). 
l'he one remaini:o.g qqantity necessa;t:y for j::he calculations is the 
electron pressure, P • l'he fact that: abundances were determined in this 
e 
investig1::1tion for both neutral and singly ionized atoms 0£ titanium 
o£fered the opportunity to calculate vatues of Pe from the Saha equation. 
0 l;i'or this purpose~ l' was t<e1kE)n to be equal to 6210 I< as discussed above, 
and Xi' u0 , an,d ~l W!;!re obtained from the 1=1bove ment;Loned sources. 
Since ab1.1nd1;1nces were determined for four d:Lf£erent atmospheric models, 
four values o~ log P, where P is in dynes/cm2, were obtained: 1.36, + e · · e 
1,30, 1,27, and t 1 32 wpich corresp,ond to 11·E pure scattering, M·E pure 
~bsorption, $~S pure scattering, and S·S pure absorption respectively, 
The abundances of the neutral atoms determined for Ti I~NBS were used 
in the calculations. The average of the values obtained for log P 
e 
is 1.31. This 9 yerage V/'llue was used in sul:lsequen,t calcuhtions. 
Since seqond c;1nd h:i,ghei; tonizatiQns are negligible, the total 
abundance in the S·S model is gi,.ven by 
[ (NJ:'{) 1 J (m,I\otal = (NH) o + (Nl-l\ = (NH) o l + (NH) ' 
0 
(33) 
H follows that 
log (NJ;l)total = log (NH) 0 + 6log '1 1 (34) 
where 
. [ (Nll) l] 6log r\:;;; log; 1 + (N}I) 
0 
, 
0 
(35) 
Replac;Ln,g NB: by N/p'K makes the above equations valid for the M-.E model. 
Lilog r\ gives the contribution of the ionized atoms to log (NH) 1 or tot a 
log (N/px\otal. For each of the six elements for which the abundances 
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o:f; the net.itral atoms only were determined, the Si:lhc:1 equati,onwas employed 
to calculate a val1.,1e o:f (m,I) 1 I (NH) 0 from which tHog rl was obtained, For 
a given element (NH\/CNH) 0 ancl (N/px)if(N/pi1) 0 have t:he same value. 
Hence L:ilog "'does not depend upon the atmospheric model, 
The results of the determinations of the values of log c/v and 
log a, the excitation temJ?eratures, and the abundances of the atoms for 
each set o~ lines studied are presented in the follow;i;pg p,;1ragraphs. 
The order of presentation iJ the order i,n which the sets of lines are 
Results fol;' Ga I 
'J;hE;l £ ... values employed here werl;l those o:f the NBS. Observational 
data were available for twenty ... one lines belonging to five different 
lower ato:rnic terms, .. Table VI. lists the te~s, t:he values of x in 
e 
electron volts, the numpers of Unes representing each term, the weights 
µsect in the least squares calcuhtions of the exc;itation temperatures, 
and the valuep of L:ilog X and the shift obtained from the application 
0~ ea<::h of the four sets of theoretical ci..irves p.f growth. The values 
of log c/v listed in the top row of Table VJ were adopted from those 
pbtai:Lned for '.fe. r ... NBS' This is indicated in the tt;1,ble by enclosing the 
vc;3lues in parentheses .. The second row gives the val1,1es of log a, which 
were determined by the secon(i method discu&sed earliep:- in this chapter 
:for the determination of these quantities, ;i..e., .from the value giving 
the best straight line relation between .&log X and ie· The lower portion 
to the table lists the values of 8, the exGitation temperatures with the 
probable errors derived from the least squares calculf!tions, the values 
of log u, the we;i.ghted shifts, the abund;mces, and 61og'1\. 
lng c]v 
-
log .a 
Ter-m -- No. oi: Weight Xe Lines 
41s 0.00 1: l 
43Pa L88 9 2 
33D 2.51 9 2 
in 2. 70 1 -0 
41Po 2.92 l 0 
e 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 
log u _ 
Weighted Shift 
Abundance log N/014. .. log NH· 
,:Hog r\ 
'.f.'ABLE VI 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM ·Ga I LINES 
M-:E M-odel . s~s Mod.el 
Scattering Abso:rpti.en Scattering Absorption 
(5.06) (5 .00} :(5.07) (5.-05) 
-1.8 -l.8 -1.8 -L8 
Mog X Shift · .t.log X Shi.ft £1log X :- Sh:Cfr Lilog X Shift 
8.22 8.22 B~ 16 8.16 8.06 8.0.6 B.20 8.20 
6.27 8.23 6.44 8.13 5.9.S 8.07 t>.45 .S.25 
5.60 8.22 5.90 8.16 5.27 8.06 5.80 8.21 
5.87 8.69 5.78 8.21 5.66 8.66 5.69 8.28 
6.04 9.09 6.23 8.86 5.66 8.91 6.14 8.94 
l.045 ·0.899 L112 0.959 
4825 ± 34 5607 ± 99 4532.± 23 5256 f 151 
0.07 0.12 0.05 -0.09 
8.22 8.15 8.06 8.22 
15.53 15.57 
15.34 15.38 
3.25 
°' ...__. 
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Figure 9 illustrates the data used in the determination of the 
excitation temperatures. lhe straight lin~s are those which were deter~ 
mined by the method of least squares, In these plots the sizes of the 
points indicate the weights they were given in the calculations, Circled 
points indicate zero weights. 
The curves of growth obtained for the four models are shown in 
figu:r(.: 10, U, 12, and 13, The theoretical cqrves are repl!'esented by 
the ~ohd lines 1 ];i'p:r M-,~ and S-S pure scattering the theoretical curves 
0 1 0 . 1 . . . 
are those calculated for B /B and l /I equal to 2/3. In each case, 
the value of log a corresponding to the pictured theoretical curve is 
indicated on the figure, Also indicated i, the value of log c/v used 
in the ap.alys;i..s, I:n the :figures, different symbols ar.e used to dist in:-
guish points l'.'epresenting observed data pertaining to different atomic 
terIT)S. Following the procedures outlined in this study, each such set 
of points was fitt~d individ~ally oh th~ theoretical curve. 
7 
7 
6 
;M.,.E Scatt~ri,ng 
'l' ;:;: 4&2~ ± J40K 
S-S Sccjlttertng 
T :;::; 45~2- ± 2~oK 
....., 
Xe 
M;,. E Abs orpt:LoP. 
1 = ,607 t 99°K. 
s ... s Ab!ilorpt1,.on 
T ;=; 5256 _::!; 151 °K. 
:Figure 9 1 E~c:i.tation l'emperattJ.res Oe'!'.'i,ved 1,I,"om Cal Lines, 
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The ~ata pertaining to the Ti I~NBS lines are giv•n in 1able VII . 
. 'I'he yc\:llµes o::f; log c/v were det;~t'lllinad from the a5F plot, which fits 
·~roun.d the k,nee qf t;he curve of growth, ;r:;Jo lines strong enough to 
determin.e ·· log a were G1va:L11;1bh, and th.e values listed in the second 
tow o:f Table VII merf.!~Y indicate the theoreUcd curv!:ls us~d for :f;it.., 
t:Ln~ .th~ obs~rved plots. l'o eall l!lttention to th:i.13, the value.a o:f log 
a lht.ed in the 1;abl1;: 1:11:-e enolosed ;i.n parentJ:ie13es. A. value of Li log 7\ 
. :for ti.1;:an;Lwn ii;; not given. since the gb\lndan.ces obtained for Ti U also 
'J\'!;IJPl:'eSEtJJt ~ as discusse¢1 !:;larliet', the total abundances for t;i,tanium, 
. . 
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Figure. 14 illustrate:$ the e:xcite1ti,on temperature data, and Figures 
_TABLE VII 
CBRVE UF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Ti. cl-NBS LINES 
M-E Model S;..S Model 
Scattering Absorption Scattering Absorption 
log c/v 4 .9-0 4~75 4~95 4.85 
log a {-1.4) {-1. 8) (-1.4) {-LB) 
Term No. of Weight t,log X Shift lllog X Shift !:::.log X Shift !:::.log X Shift Xe Lines 
a3F 0.02 7 2 5.56 5.58 5.36 5.38 5.45 5 .47 5.41 5.43 
a 5F 0.83 14 4 4. 75 5.65 4.52 5.42 4.68 5.56 4.57 5.46 
a1D 0.90 l 0 4.43 5.40 4.23 5.20 -4. 33 5~29 4.28 5 .24 
3 a p 1.06 3 l 4.28 5.42 4.07 5.21 4 .15 5.28 4 .12 5.25 
a1G l.50 3 1 3.76 5.38 3.55 5.17 3.70 5.30 3-60 5.20 
a5P L73 -6 2 3.65 5.52 3.43 5.30 3.57 5.41 3.49 5.34 
3 
a G 1.87 6 2 3.55 5.57 3.34 5.36 3.48 5.47 3.41 5.41 
z5Go 2.03 l 0 3.83 6.02 3.65 5.84 3.70 5.86 3.69 5.86 
z5Fo 2 .11 5 l 3.60 5.88 3.40 5.68 3.55 5. 8:0 3.50 5.76 
a3D 2.15 l 0 3.65 5.97 3.2-0 5.52 3.29 5.58 3.29 5.59 
a3H 2.24 3 l 3.38 5.80 3.14 5 .56 3.30 5.69 3.18 5.57 
b1G 2.26 l 0 3.85 6.29 3.64 6.08 3.73 6.14 3.69 6.11 
z5Do 
.2.29 2 0 3.62 6.09 3.50 5.97 3.48 5.92 3.56 6.01 -..J V, 
Term xe 
No. of Weigbt 
-Lines 
c 3P 2.33 1 0 
5Go y . 3.28 1 0 
8 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 
log u 
Weighted Shift 
log N/px 
Abundance 
1-og NH 
TABLE VII (C0ntinued) 
M-E Model 
Scattering 
LslDg X 
3.26 
2.82 
Shift 
5. 77 
6.36 
1.079 
4671 ± 215 
1.45 
5.60 
14.45 
Absorption 
Mog X -Shift 
3.06 5.58 
2.65 6.19 
LOSO 
4667 ± 206 
1.45 
5.38 
14.38 
S-S MOael 
Scattering Absorption 
z:'.1,log X Shift 6log X Shift 
3~17 5 .65 3.16 5.65 
2.67 6.17 2 .73 6.24 
1.066 1.069 
4728 ± 240 4713 ± 218 
l.45 1.45 
5.50 5.42 
14.30 14.14 
-...J 
(J'\ 
77 
I~---
M.,,.E Scattering M~E Absoxption 
6 ';[1 = 4671 ± 215°!< T = 4667 ± 206°K 
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. Ti !-,King 
'l'he Ti, l•King data are presented in 'l'able VU!. The values of 
log c/v were determined from the a5F plot. .Values of log a could not 
be determined beca\,lse of the a1:>sep.ce of strong lines, and the values 
listed indicate the theoretical curves used for fitting the observed 
plots, 
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Since the £..,values of the Kings are on a relative scale it was 
necess1:1ry to determine a value of t,log gf for use in t;he abundance 
calculations, The absolute £~values of the NBS were not used to obtain 
a value of Alog gf since the accuracy of the NSS values is open to some 
question, and it; was desired to keep the determinations for T;i. I~NBS 
and Ti I-King as independent as possible. Allen's (1955) absolute 
£-values were used for this purpose, giving a value of Alog gf equal 
to .. 3,30, 'l'he c:1bsolute £ .. values listed by Allen were determined from 
the Kings' relative v;:ilues 1,lsing f .. surn ru.les and, due to the scarcity 
of accurate measurements of absolute £-values for ?i I, were regarded 
as the best available. 
The plots of the data used to determ;i.ne the excitation temperatures 
ai;-e presented in Figure 19, and the curves of g:i;-owth are illustrated 
;i.n Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23. 
TABLE VIII 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Ti I~KING LINES 
log .c/v 
-
log a 
Term - No. of Weight Xe Lines 
a3F 0~02 6 2 
a5F 0.83 10 4 
a5P 1. 74 1 l 
e 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 
log u 
Weighted Shift 
log N/pn -
Abundance 
log NH 
M-E Model 
Scattering 
5.00 
(-1.4) 
b.log X Shi.ft 
2.73 
2.00 
-0. 99 
2.75 
2 • .80 
2.66 
._0.-962 
5239 ± 32.0 
1.49 
2. 77 
14.86 .. 
Absorption 
4.85 
(-1.8) 
Alog X Shift 
2.50 
.1.78 
o. 75 
2.52 
2 .58 
2.42 
0.960 
5252 ± 375 
1.50 
2~54 
14.79 
S.,a.:SMorr.el 
Scqttering 
5.04. 
(-Lq) 
[).log JC. Shift 
2.54 
1.83 
. 0.86 
2.56 
2.60 
2.48 
0.932 
5410·. ±-~310 
1.51 
2157 
14.64 
.Absorption 
4.90 
(-1. 8) 
[).log X . Shift 
2.45 
L72 
0. 72 
2.4] 
2~52 
2.39 
0.959 
5257 ± 305 
1.50 
2.49 
14.51 
00 
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figure 19. Excitqti,on Temperatures Deriv~d From Ti I~King Lines. 
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Results for Ti II 
NBS £~values and values derived from Wright's solar log Xf's were 
combined for use in the study of the Ti II 1:lnes. Table IX gives the 
results obtained, 2 Since the values of -x· were the same for the a P and 
. e 
4 b P term 9, these were combine¢ to form a single plot defining a large 
portion of the curve of growth. This plot was used to determine both 
the values of log c/v and log a. 2 2 The b D and a H terms were also corn-
bined since the respective values of i were practically the same. 
e 
The excitation temperatures fot,1nd from this set of lines are very 
µncertain. This is made apparent by the four very different values 
obtained from the application of the four idealized models, The range 
of X represented by the Ti II lines is quite small. In such a situation, 
e 
small changes in the values of 6log X can result in a relatively large 
change in the slope of the best straight line relating 6log X and i, 
e 
thus producing a large variation in the excitation temperature. 
Figure 24 gives the plots of the data pertaining to the excitation 
temperature determinations, Figures 25,. 26, 27, and 28 are the curves 
of growth obtained for Ti II. 
TABLE IX 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Ti II LINES 
M-E Model ···-·· .. ~~--- S-S Model 
--c·-~~- ------., 
Scattering .Absorption · --sdftten.rtg Absorption 
log c/v 4.95 5.05 5.00 5 .07 
-
log a -1.8 -1.3 . -1.8 -1.3 
Term No. of Weight Xe 
-Lines 6log X Shi£t 61og X Shift Mog X Sni£t 61og X Shift 
a2n 1.08 5 1 .6. 89 7. 72 7.08 7.75 6.82 L75 6.98 7.66 
a2c 1.13 1 0 6.78 7.64 7.00 7.70 6.72 7.69 6.93 7.64 
a4P 1.17 4 1 6.92 7 .Bl 7 ~ 12 7.84 6.84 7.85 7.06 7.80 
a~ 1.23 4 
b4P 1.23 3 2 7 .11 8;05 7.29 8.05 7.00 8.06 7 .22 8.00 
b2D 1.57 3 
a2R 1.56 1 l 6.92 8.12 7.12 8.09 6.75 ff.10 7.02 8.01 
b2G 1.88 2 1 6.38 7. 82 6.78 7.94 6.18 7.80 6.68 7.87 
b2_p 2.05 4 1 6.38 7.95 6.62 7.89 6.24 8.00 6.55 7.84 
= 
e 0. 764 0.619 0.860 0.631 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 6600 ± 478 8141 ± 614 5861 ± 357 7985 ± 608 
--
log u 1. 78 1.86 1. 75 1.86 
I.() 
0 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
M-E Model 
Scattering Absorption 
Weighted Shift 7.93 7.94 
log N/pu 17.06 17.05 
Abundance 
log NH 
S-S Model 
Scattering 
7.95 
17.00 
Absorption 
7.88 
16.79 
\.0 
t-' 
7,5 
6,5 
:><: 
bO. 
0 
,-1 
<J 
7.5 
7.0 
6.5 
1.0 
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Figure 24. Excitation Temperatures Derived From Ti II Lines. 
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Results for Cr I 
Cr I-NBS 
The results for Cr I~NBS are given in Table X. The a5n plot was 
ui,ed to determine log c/v. Tpe scatter o,f the points in the a5n plot 
97 
wai, quite large, making the determination of log c/v rather uncertain. 
Also, .the points representing the two weakest lines of the a5D term 
w~re s~parated a large distance from the other points on the plot, 
Hence, these two we~k lines exerted considerable influence in the deter-
mination of log c/v, Since the possible effects of blending are most 
serioui, for weak lines, this infLuence leads to uncertainty in the 
values of log c/v. 
An attempt was made to determine the values of log a by comparing 
plots of 6log X versus X from fittings on theoretical curves with 
e 
various values of log a to see which gave the best straight lines. The 
values of log a decided UJ>On in this manner, and• listed in Table X, are 
very uncertain due to the large scatter of the points. 
Figures 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 present the plots illustrating the 
least ~quares determinations of the excitation temperatures and the 
curves of growth obtained for each of the four models, 
TABLE X 
CURVE OF GROWTH,DATA·DERIVED FROM Cr I-NBS LINES 
M-"E Model S-S Model 
Scattering .Absorption Scattering Absorption 
log c/v 4.70 4.65 4.95 4.80 
log a -1.8 -L8 -1.4 ... 1.8 
Term No. of Weight l:llog X Shift LUog X Shift tilog X Shift b.log X Shift Xe Lines 
7 as 0.00 3 1 5.81 5.81 5~63 5.63 6.22 6.22 5 .89 5.89 
5 
a -S 0.94 3 l .5.40 6.17 5.45 6.21 5.63 6.41 5.56 6.33 
5 
aD 0.99 21 3 5.33 6.14 5.22 6.02 5.50 .6.32 5.37 6.19 
a5G 2.53 .3 1 3.90 5.96 3.80 5.84 4.07 6.17 3.94 6.02 
5 
a p 2.70 5 -1 3.99 6.19 3.87 6_05 -4 .11 6.35 4.05 6.27 
z7Po 2.89 3 1 4.15 6.51 4.16 6.50 4.32 6. 72 4.25 6. 63' 
a:3H 2.98 2 1 3.79 6.22 3.68 6.09 3.97 6.44 3.79 6.25 
b5D .3,00 4 2 . 3.55 6.00 3.46 5.88 3~73 6.22 3 • .58 6.05 
a3G 3.08 6 2 3.62 6.13 3.52 6.01 3~78 6.34 3.64 6.18 
a3F 3.11 2 1 3.79 6.32 3. 72 6.23 3.95 6.53 3.84 6.40 
z7Fo 3.14 3 1 3.43 5.99 3.38 5.92 3.62 6,23 3.52 6.11 
b3P .J.35 1 0 4.28 7.01 4.24 6.95 4.38 7.16 4.35 7 .11 
/no 
\0 
3,38 1 __ _Q___ 3.79 __Q.54 3. 72_ 6.45 3.~ ~ 6.70 . 3.83 6.62 00 
TABLE X (Continued) 
M-E Model 
-Scattering Absorption 
Term No. of Weight Xe Lines Lilog X Shift t.log X Shift 
a3D 3.54 1 0 3.35 6.24 3.28 6.14 
a 3I 3.83 4 1 2. 76 5.88 2.65 5.74 
a5F 3~87 2 1 2~93 6.08 2.82 5.95 
b3F 4.09 l 0 3.53 -6.86 3.43 6.73 
e 0.815 0.808 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 6187 ± 292 6239 ± 352 
log u 1.11 1.12 
Weighted Shift 6 .11 6.00 
Abundance lo~/o"ii 14.82 14. 77 log NH 
Mog '!'\ 
S-S Model 
Scattering Absorption 
t.log X Shift L'llog X Shift 
3.50 6.44 3.40 6.32 
2 .96 6.14 2.78 5.94 
3.12 6.33 2.95 6.14 
3. 72 7 .11 3.57 6.94 
0.830 0.824 
6071 ± 305 6114 ± 305 
1.10 1.10 
6.33 6~18 
14. 78 14.60 
2.35 
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Figure 29. Excitation Temperatures Derived From Cr I-NBS Lines. 
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Cr I-Hill 
, I I 
The Cr r .. Hill data a:i;:e presented in Table Xl. The val-qes of log c/v 
were determin,ed from th~ a5D plot. The values of log a were determined 
in the sam~ manner as for Cr I-Nas, and are also quite uncertain. 
Hill's f~valuef are on a relative scale, and to obtain a .value of 
Aiog gf for use in the abundance calculations the absolute f-values of 
:aell et al, (1958a) were employed, These ml;la~u+ements are regarded as 
highly accurate. The value obtained for Alog gf was -3,42, 
Figur~ 34.presents the plots of the data and least squares straight 
lines used in finding the excitation temperatures, The curves of growth 
for Cr r .. Hill are reproduced in Figures 35, .36, 37, and 38, 
TABLE XI 
CUR.VE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Cr -I-HILL LINES 
M-E Model - s..:s·Moael 
Scattering - Abs.orption Scattering· Absorption 
; 
log c/v 5.05 5.00 5.10 5.05 
log a -1.8 -1.8 -1.8 -1.8 
Term x No. of Weight L'ilog X Shift L'ilog X Shift .L'ilog X Shift e Lines L'ilog X Shift 
a7s 0.00 .-3 ·- l 3.76 3.76 3.78 3.78 3.68 3.68 3.82 3.82 
5 
a S 0.94 2 1 2.80 -3.87 2.-95 4.-04 2.67 3. 73 2.90 3.98 
a5D 0.99 15 3 2,67 3.79 2.65 3.80 2.49 3.60 2.57 3.71 
a5G 2 .53 .1 0 -0 .18 3.05 0.03 .. 2. 97 0 .11 2.95 0.03 2.95 -
.·a 5i, 2.70 2 0 0.01 3-07 -0.12 3.02 -0. 0.5 2.98 -0.09 3.02 
! z7Po 2. __ 89 . 3 - - 2 0.53 '3. 80 0.49 3.85 0~36 L61 0.45 3.78 
3 
a H 2.98 2 1 0.42 3.80 -0.28 3.75 0.33 3.68 0.28 3. 72 
b5D 3.00 1 0 0 .. 36 3.76 0.22 3.71 0.25 3.62 0.2-0 3.66 
a3G -3.08 3 1 0.22 3. 71 0.10 3.68 0.14 3.60 0.10 - . 3.65 
a3F 3.11 2 1 0.55 4.07 0.54 4,,16 -0 .41 3.91 0.47 4.06 
z7Fo 
·3.17 2 I -0.03 3.56 -0.10 3.59 -0 .16 3.40 -0.15 3.51 
e 1. 133 1.163 1.124 1.153 
ExcitationTemperature (°K) 4449 ± 146 4335 -± 182 . 4484 ± 151 4370 ± 182 
1-,-' 
0 
CJ\ 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
M-E Model S-S Mod-el 
. Scattering .Absorption Scattering Absorption 
log u 0.98 0.97 0_98 0.98 
Weighted Shift 3.79 3.83 3.64 3. 77 
Abundance log N/pu 15.44 15.52 log NH 15,24 15 ,24 
.M.og ?'I 2.35 
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Results for Mn I 
The }!BS f•values were employed for Mn I. Table XII gives the 
results obtained from the curve of growth analysis. 'l'he values of 
log c/v were adopted from those determined for Fe I•NBS, The values 
of log a were taken to be those that gave the best straight line rela-
tions between 6log X and 1, 
e 
The plots illustrating the determinations of the excitation 
temperatures are shown in Figure 39. The curves of growth are shown 
in Figures 40, 41, 42, and 43. 
TABL"E XII 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Mn I-LINES 
M.,.E Mod.el S.,.S Model 
Scattering Absorption Scattering Absorption 
· log c/v. (5.06) (5.00} {5.07) (5.05) 
log a -1.4 ... 1,3 .. 1.4 ... 1.3 
t;log X Shift t.log X Shift t; l-og X Shift Tenn - No. uf Weight Xe Lines , fll-og X .SM.ft 
·6 
a S 0 .. 00 3 l 7.38 7.38 7.22 7.22 J.22 7.22 7.24 7.24 
-6 . 
a D 2. lS-· 5 2 5.10 7.41 4.94 7.22 4.93 7.25 4.90 7.20 
z8Po 
'2 ;29 3 0 5.75 8.21 5.84 8.27 5.58 8~05 5.93 8 . .38 
4 
a D 2.92 9 2 4.22 7.36 4.10 1.20 4.04 7.18 4.08 7;20 
6 0 
z p '3.06 2 l 4.20 7 .-49 4.05 7.29 4.06 7.36 4.05 7.32 
~ 1.074 . 1.060 1.077 .·· 1.069 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 4693 ± 130 . 4752 ± 95 4678 ± 164 4714 ± 124 
log u 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 
Weighted Shift 7.40 7.23 7.24 7.23 
15.29 15.12 Abundance 
log N/ou · 15.46 
log NH 
15.J5 
I-' 
t-' 
+' 
t.log ?'\ 2.05 
7 
6 
5 
7. 
6 
5 
4 
0 
M .. E Sq1ttering 
T = 4693 ± 1J0°K 
S-S Scattering 
T = 4678 ± 164°K 
1 2 3 
x e 
0 
M-E Absorptiop 
'I'= 4752 ± 950K 
S-S Absorption 
'I'= 4714 ± 124°K 
® 
1 2 
Figure 39, Excitation Temperatures Derived F:rom Mn I Lines 1 
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Results for Fe I 
Fe I .. NBS 
The results for Fe I~NBS are presented in Table XIIl. ~he values 
of; log c/v and log a w~re determined from the a5F and a3F plots. The 
5 . 3 
a '.P plot f;i,t iaround the knee of the curve of growth and the a F plot 
determip.ed tlhe damping and transition portions of the curve. 
ii'igures 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 give the excitation temperature 
plots and the curves c;,f growth. 
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TABLE XIII 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Fe I-NBS LINES 
M-E Model S-S Model 
Scattering Absorption Scattering .Absorption 
1og c/v 5.06 5.00 5.07 5.05 
_1:og a -1.8 -1.8 -1.4 -1.8 
Term N0. of Weight 8log X Shift LHog X Shift L1log X Shift Xe Lines Mog X Shift 
a5D 0.03 5 l 9.12 9.15 9.17 9.20 8.69 8~ 72 9.22 9~25 
a5F 0.95 12 2 8.24 9.16 8.58 9.45 7. 72 8.61 8.63 9.52 
}F 1.53 18 4 7.27 8.75 7.23 8.63 6. 77 8.21 7.25 8. 63: 
a5P 2.19 8 3 6.55 8.67 6.62 8~62 6.19 8.25 6.60 8.u5 
a3P 2.27 2 1 6. 77 8.96 7 .05 9.12 6.30 .B~44 7.01 9.13 
a 3H 2.41 4- 1 6.50 8.83 6.84 9.04 6.07 8.34 6.80 9.06 
7 0 
z D 2.44 9 1 6.23 8.59 6.25 8.48 5.83 8.13 6.28 8.56 
b3F 2.58 3 1 6.27 8.76 6.58 8.94 5.80 8.23 6.53 8.94 
b3P 2.83 8 1 5.81 8.54 5.74 8.32 5.42 8.08 5.70 8.35 
/Fo 2.85 8- 1 6.54 9.29 6.75 9.35 6.05 8. 73 6.80 9.47 
/po 2.98 6 1 5.90 8.78 6.20 8.92 5.42 8.22 6.25 9.04 
a1G 3.03 2 1 ·5 .82 8.75 5.73 8.50 5.45 8,30 5.69 8.53 
z5Do 3.22 5 1 5. 72 8.83 6.04 8.98 5.25 8.28 6.05 9.06 
i-;. 
N 
t-' 
Term No. of Weight Xe Lines 
z5Fo 
.,3.37 8 1 
~/H 3.So 1 0 
z5Po 
·3.62 3 l 
z3Fo 3.86 1 0 
3 0 
zD 3.87 l 0 
5 0 yF 4. Hi l 0 
z3Po 4.19 1 0 
5 0 
z G 4.35 5, l 
z3Go 4.41 3 1 
3 0 y F 4.53 1 0 
a 
Excitation Temperature (~K) 
--
log u 
-
Weighted Shift 
Abundance lo&J!/ox lo NH 
Lilog '7'\ 
TABLE XI.II (Continued) 
M..,.E Model S-S Model 
Scattering Absorption Scattering _ .-.Absorption 
Lllog X Shift Alog X Shift Alog,X Shift Alog_X Shift 
5. 77 9.03 5.97 9.05 5.32 8.49 6.04 9.19 
5.33 8. 77 . 5.30 8.55 4.93 8.28 5.33 .8 .. 66 
5.40 8.90 5.80 9 .11 4.96 8.37 5.69 . 9 .-08 
6.00 9.73 6.31 9.83 5.56 9.19 6.35 9.96 
4.80 8 .-54· 6.12 9 .. 65 5.38 9.-02 6.15 9.77 
5.17 9.19 5.52 9.32 4. 72 8.63 5.55 9.44 
5.20 9 .. 25 5.48 9.31 4-.78 8. 72 5._40 9.32 
4.83 9.03 5 .-04 9.01 4.38 8.47 5.00 9.07 
4~94 9.20 5.18 9.21 .4.48 8.63 5.14 9.27 
4.45 8.83 4.58 8. 72 4.10 8.36 4.45 . 8.69 
0.966 0.913 0.-941 0.936 
5219 ± 279 · 5522 ± 5ll 5358 ±,2-63 -5383 ± 501 
1.46 .1.48 1.47 1.47 
8.87 8.89 8.36 8.94 
17 .57 17 .67 
-17.06 17.48 
·1.79 
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Fe I-King 
Table XIV contains the result, obtained for Fe I•King. The values 
· / • 5 3 of log c v and log a were determined from .the a D and a F plots. 
The reliable absolute f•valties of Bell et al. (1958b) were used to 
obta11' a value of L1log gf. equal t.o .. 3 ,27 for use in the abundance 
determinations, 
Excitation tempe:rature data are plotted in Figure 49. The curves 
of growth are shown in Figures 50, 51, 52, and 53, 
·t 
TABLE XIV 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA DERIVED FROM Fe I-KING LINES 
M-E Model s-s Model 
Scattering Absorption Scattering Absorption 
log c/v 4.97 4.90 5.05 4.95 
-
log a -1.4 -1.3 ., 1.4 -1.3 
Term No. of Weight Xe Line.s Mog X Shift .ti.log X Shift .ti.log X Shift .6.logX Shift 
5 . 
a D 0.05 9 2 5.43 5.50 5.27 5.3.4 5.46 5,;_52 5.24 5.31 
5 
a F 0.95 7 1 4.06 .5,34 4.20 5.48 3.99 5.27 4.23 5.49 
~3F 1.54 14 2 , 3.43 5~50 3.25 5 .33 3.46 5.54 3.25 5.30 
e 1.347 1.351 1.35.0 1.330 
Excitation Temperature (°K) . 3,741 ± 165 3730 ± 153 3732 ± 267 3790 ± 201 
log u 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 
Weighted Shift 5.47 5.36 5.48 5.35 
log NH, 
17.45 17.41 
17.38 17.17 Abundance 
lo& N/ px. 
Mog 'Y\ 1. 79 
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Figure 49, . Excitation 'l'emperatures Derived From Fe l·King· Lines. 
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Fe I-Carter 
Table :XV presents the -i;esults obtained for fe I-Carter. The values 
of log c/v were taken to be the same as th,e valt.tes obtained for Fe I-
Ki.ng, Values of log a could not be determined because of the absence 
of St'(ong lines. In Table XV, the li.st:ed values of log a ;i..ndicate the 
theoreti.cal curves used in the analysis, 
Carter's f~values w~re intended to be on an absolute scale. How-
ever, the absolute scale used by Carter i~ now believed to be incorrect, 
and for the purposes of this inyest;:;i..gation the scale was regarded as 
relative, Ca;rter first c;leterµiined h;i..s f,.vall,les on a rehtive i,cale, 
that of t;.he Kings (1936), then c~nverted to the absolute scale of R. B. 
King (1942), Later, as discussed in the paper by Bell et al. (1958b), 
.it was necesi:iary to revise King's absolute scale because of improved 
vapor pressure data, Due t6 ~his revision, a correction is required 
in the absolute scale us~d by Carter, This was taken into account 
:l,ri the c;alcuhtfop of; abund9nces by applying a value of 6log gf equal 
to 0.46, 
The excitation temperatu~e plots and the curves of growth are 
shown in ~igures 54, 55, 56, 57, and 58. 
TABLE XV 
CURVE OF GROWTH DATA D~RIVED FROM Fe I-CARTER LiNES 
M..,.E Model S-S Modei 
Scattering Absorption Scattering Absorption 
log c/v (4. 97) (4 .90) {5.05) {4~95) 
Log a (-1.4) (-l.3) {-1.4) (-1.3) 
Term 
....;. No. of Weight Mog X Shift Alog X Shift tslog X Shift 6log X -Shift Xe Lines 
a5D 0.11 1 1 9~33 9.46 9.28 9.41 9.22 9.34 9·;24--- 9.3-6 
3 
a F 1.56 4 2 7.49 9.27 7.53 9.32 7.38 9.10 7.50 9.25 
5 
a .P 2.19 -6 3 -o.60 9.10 6.41 8.92 6.62 9.03 6.42 8 • .8-S 
z7Do 2.44 6 2 6.13 8.91 5 .97 8.77 u. 1-9 8.88 6.00 8.74 
b3P 2.84 2 0 5.35 8~59 5.19 --S. 45 5.34 8..4 7 5.15 8.34 
z7Po 2.99 4 2 5.81 9 .22 5.90 9.33 5. 72 9.01 5.92 9.28 
c3P 3.0-6 1 0 5.23 8-.72 5.08 8.59 5.21 3-.58 5.05 8.49 
z5Do 3.20 1 1 5~54 9.19 5.66 9.33 5.44 8.96 5.70 9,29 
z5Fo 3.35 3 2 5.58 9.40 5.42 9.26 5.65 9:34 5.46 9.22 
a1H 3.56 1 1 5.01 9.07 4.85 8.93 5.04 8.96 4.82 8.82 
e 1.140 1.147 1.101 1.123 
Excitation Temperature (°K) 4420 ± 310 4394 ± 447 4578 ± 306 4487 ± 456 1--' 
-1.,.) 
°' 
TABLE XV (Continued) 
M-E Model 
Scatt-ering Absorption 
log u 1.42 1.42 
Weighte<l Shift 9.19 9.13 
log N/pu· 17 .94 17.95 
Abundance 
log NH 
b.log I\ 
Scattering 
1..43 
· 9. '07 
17.75 
1.79 
S:-S Model .... -··· 
Abs.orption 
1.42 
9~08 
17 .67 
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Jesult~. tor Cot 
for c~ l the ;t,l~S fi:rval~e$ wer~ \.Hfed. (l:'<'JHe :x:v;c prese:\nt,:; t:he' r~sults 
o~t1;1\n,~q. ';!,'he y,aL1,1~~ of! tog q/v wet'~ adqpte4 frc;,m those ol?ti=!inell for 
Fe ~pw~q'. ,Q~~ijase of th~ •b~cnce ~f st~Dng lines Jt was not possible 
t;o d~1J:ijrmin1; 'l'~iu¢$ tDf 1(!1g ~. Th~ val\lf;;S U~ted in Tabie xv:i; mer~ly 
indic;/ilt~ t;he th~i;,ret~a.aL Q4:J;'Ves us,d i.n ;he ~n;,iL;y-si.~. 
'l;h~ (i!:x:dt;al;'.iin .· t1r;mp,rat1r:re O,!Jt?~ l!t'fa :plPtt,;~d ip l;i':i,g~re 59. 'l;he 
. . . 
cµrve~ pf g;;r;-Qwt;:h /;1:i::e shown i,n l!'isu.res 60 1 61, 6~, 1,:u:10 6J, 
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M...:E Model <:S-S Model 
S-eattering Abg-orpt.i"bn :Scattering A-bsorption 
log ~/v (5.06) {5~-00) . (~.07) {!L05J .· 
-
log a {-L8). (..,L-a} .. c,.-1-;.4) {-L8) 
'f.erm ·-
.No; of 
'Weight X.e· Lines tilog X Shi£t 6log X . ~hift. b.J,og x· 'Shift: DlQg X Shift 
b4F D.43 2 '' 2 6 ..• 61 }.OS 6 .4.8 -6.89 -6.47 .. -6.89 ·-·'- .. :.. _€i.;.l -0. 92 
:2 
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fi.$\1'.Pl;!ij &4, 6.5, ~6, 67, and 68 p:i;-e~1.mt the e~c:i,,tat;:i,on te~:perature 
pie>t~ and the c1,1,rves o~ growt;h 9btai:n~d.;f;o>r ~ach o! thl!:l f<;>ur models. 
TABLE XVII . 
e-URVE -OF GR.OOH DATA. DERIVED FROM Ni I LINES 
-M""'.E Model .S-S Mod-ei · 
Scattering Absn:rpti-on S.catted.ng Absorption 
log c/-v (5 .-06) (5.00) . (5 .-07) (5 .05} · 
log a {-L4) {-1.8) -.(-L4) {-L8) 
T-erm No. of . :W-eight lifog X . Shift Mo-g X Shift: Alog X Shift tilog X Shift Xe Lin-es 
blD L67 l . l 6.49 7 ~91 6.42 7.82. ,6 .2'§ L.75 6.4-0 7.84 
'3_p a .. 1.94 i 1 3.80 1.52 ·s-n 7.34 5.56 7 _3-0 - 5 .:fr9 J ~ 36 
5 -0 
zD 3.42 2 2 4.51 1.54 4.42 ].2-<J -4 .30 . 1~36 4.33 7;28 
_z5Go 3.48 7 3 4.3-7 7.A5 4.32 _L24 4.14 .7.26 4.22 7.22 
_z3po 3.53 2 2 4.73 7 ... S6 4.71 . 7 .67 4;--40 7--5-6 4.5-9 ] •. 64 
z~i'o 3.60 5 3 4.58 7 k77 4.61 7 .63 4.34 L57 4.51 7.62 
3 0 
z F 3.67 · 4 -1 4.53 7.78 4.71 7.79 4 .. 18 L.-47 4.61 7. 78 
z3Do 
·3.67 4 2 4.59 _;: 7.84 . 4.69 . 7.77 4 . .33 · 7 .62 4.57 7.74 
z~o 3.83 1 l 4.10 7.49 4~ 13 7.34 3.82 7.25 4.03 7.34 
:i3G-o 3.85 3 2 4.28 7.69 4.23 7-46 4.03 7.48 4.17 7 .49 
z1no ,3.88 2 2 4.24 7.68 4.21 7 .47 4.00 L48 -4 .16 7 .. 51 
e 0.886 0.839 0.896 0.863 
t-' 
Excitation Temperature (°K) V1 5686 ± 437 6004 ± 619 56.25 ± 383 584-0 ± 574 N 
TABLE XVII -(-Continued) 
M-E Model 
Scatterini!; Ab.sorpt ion 
log u l.50 1.52 
Weighted Shift 7.68 7.5-1 
log N/p-:;_ . 16.42 16;33 
Abundance 
log NH 
Alog?) 
Scatt-eriri_g 
i.50 
7.46 
16.19 
1.42 
S-S- Model 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this investigation are summarized in Table XVIII. 
Vqlues of log c/v 1 or log a, or both could not be determined from the 
observed curves of growth for some of the sets of lines. I;n such cases, 
values of log c/v and log a were adopted, as discussed in Chapter IV, 
for u1e iQ the analysis. In Table XVIII such values are enclosed in 
paren~heses to indicate that they are not definitive results of this 
:investigation. For titanium no value of L'ilog "(\ is given since the 
al;)un<;l.;1n.Ges Listed ;far Ti I+ also represent;, to the limit of the accuracy 
attai:p.ed in this study, the total i;!l:mndances obt;ainE!d for titanium. 
'fhe re:,ults obtained from the Fe I-NBS lines are reg,;1rded as the 
most l;'eliable; more lines wew· availab:Le he!t:'e than for any.other set, 
and the observed curves of gro~th for Fe I-NBS were very well defined. 
A curve of growth analysi,s is a statistical procedure, and the Fe I-NBS 
data must be considered as best from a statistical point of view, 
The excitation temperatures found from the Ti II lines are very 
uncertain 1 as evidenced by the four very qifferent values obtained from 
the application of the four idealized models, As dis~ussed in Chapter IV 
in the presentation of the results for Ti II, the responsibility for 
thi/3 uncertainty lies in the small range of X represented by the Ti II 
e 
lines, ln such a situation, small changes in the values of &log X can 
resul1;: in a relatively large change in the slope qf 'the b1:=st straight 
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TABLE XVI.II. 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULT-S 
log c/v log .a .Excitation lug. N/p~ log NH nlog 'Y\ Temeerature {°Kl 
M-:-E Scattering {5.CJ6) .-'LS 4825 ± 34 LS .53 
M ... .E Absorption (5 .00) -LB 5607. ± 99 15457 
Ca I 3.25 
S-S Scattering (5.07) ·-L8 4532 ± 23 15.34 
S- S Absoq~tion {5.05} -LS 5256 ± 151 15.38 
M-E Sca·ttering 4.90 (-1.4) 4671± 215 14.45 
M-E Absorption 4.75 {-1.8) 4667 ± 206 14,38 
Ti I-N.BS 
S-S Scattering 4.95 {-L4) 4728 ± 240 14.30 
S-S Absor2tion 4.85 !-1. 8} 4713 ± 218 14.14 
M.,.E .Scattering 5.00 (-L4) 5239 ± 320 14,86 
M-E Absorption 4.85 .(-LS) 5252.± 375 14. 79 
Ti I-King 
S-S Scattering 5.04 (-1.4) 5410 .± 310 14.64 
s-s Absoretion 4.90 (-1.82 5257 ± 305 14.51 
M-,-E Sc-attering 4.-95' -i .8 6600.± 478 17.06 
M..,.E Absorption 5~05 -1.3 8141 ± 614 17.05 
Ti II· 
S-S Scattering 5.00 -1.S 5933 ± 309 17 .oo 
S-S Absoretion 5.07 -1.3 7985.± 608 16.79 
M.,.E Scattering 4.70 --1.8 6187. ± 292 14.82 
M.,.E Ab-porption 4.65 -1.8 6239 ± 352 14. 77 
Cr I-NBS 2.35 
S-S Scattering 4.95 -1.4 6071 ± 242 14.18 
s-s Absoretion 4.80 . -1.8 6114 ± 305 14.60 
M ... E Scattering 5.05 -LS 4449 ± 146 15.44 
M-E Absorption 5.00 -1.8 4335 ± 182 15.52 
Cr I-Hill 2.35 t-' 
°' S-S Scattering 5.10 -1.8 4484 ± 151 15.24 0 
S-S AbsorQtion 5.05 -LS 4370 ± 182 15.24 
Mn I 
M-E Scattering 
M-E Absorption 
log chi 
(5.06) 
(5 .00) 
S-S Scattering (5 .07) 
S-S Absorption (5.05) 
M-E Scattering 5.06 
M-,E Absorption 5.00 
~ABLE XVIII {Continued) 
1-og a 
._L.4 
-1.3 
-1.4 
-1.J 
-1.8 
-L8 
Excitation 
0 
.Temperature ( K) 
4693.± 130 
4752 ± · ~5 
4678 ± 164 
4714 ± 124 
5219.± 279 
5522 ± 511 
log N/pn log NH 
--15.46 
15.35 
15.29 
15 .12 
17~57 
17 .67 
Fe I-NBS 
S-S ScBttering 5.07 -1.4 5358 ± 263 17~06 
S-S Absorption 5 .05 .:.L8 5383 ± 501 17 .48 
M-E Scattering 4. 97 ;. E4 .· 3741 ± 165 17 .45 
M-E Absorption 4.90 · -L3 3730 .± 153 17.41 
Fe I-King 
S-S Scat_tering 
.S-S Absorption 
5.05 
4.95 
-L4 
-1.3 
3732 ± 267 
3790.± 201 
17.38 
.17.17 
M-E Scattering 
M-E Absorption 
Fe I-Carter 
(4.97) 
(4.90) 
(-1.4) 
(-1.3) 
4420 ± 310 
4394 ± 447 
17 .48 
17 .49 
Co I 
Ni I 
S-S Scattering . (5.05) (-1.4) 4578 ± 306 17.29 
S-S Absorption (4.95) (-1~3) 4487 ± 456 17.21 
M-E Scattering (5.06) (-1.8) 5142 ± 425 15.63 
M-E Absorption (5.00) -(-1.S) 5241 ± 458 15.55 
s~s Scattering (5.07) (-1~4) 
S-S Absorption (5.05) (-1~8) 
M-E Scattering (5 .06) (-1.4) 
M-E Absorption (5.00) (-1.8) 
5204 ± 551 
5259 ± 517 
5686 ± 437 
6004.± 619 
16.ti.2 
16.33 
15.40 
15 .29 
s~s Scattering (5.07) (-1.4) 5625 ± 383 16.19 
S-S Absorption (5.05) (-1.8) 5840.± 574 16.09 
l'dog o/\ 
2~05 
1. 79 
1. 79 
1. 79 
1~58 
1.42 
I-' 
Q'\ 
I-' 
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line relating 6log X and Xe' thus producing a large variation in the 
excitation temperature. 
Comparison of Results Obtained Using Different Sets of £ .. Values 
~ost of the lines included in the Ti I-King, Cr I-Hill, Fe I-King, 
and Fe I~Carter data ~ere also present among the NBS lines. For these 
common lines the NBS f-values are coI11pared in Figure 69 with those· from 
the other sources, The ~BS f-values are on an absolute scale, while 
those from the other sources are on relative scales. The values of 
b>log gf used in the abundance calculations for l'i I-King, Cr I-Hill, 
.Fe I-King, .and Fe !~Carter are the quantities necessary to convert from 
the relative to absolute scales. This can be seen from Equation (Jl) 
of Chapter IV. However, there is no guarantee that the absolute scales 
<;let;ermined in this manner will be .the same as the NBS scale. In Figure 69 
the values of ~log gf were used t~ establish the positions of the 45-
degree lines. Points falling eiacily on the lines represent perfect 
agreement between the absolute £-values of the NBS and the derived 
ab~olute f-values of the other sources. Some large deviations from agree-
. ment i:lre apparent in the figµre. At the appro~riate points in the follow-
ing discussion these deviations are ti:lken into consideration. 
For Ti I,, Cr I, and Fe I many more lines were available with NBS 
f-values than with £-values from the other sources; hence small differ-
, 
ences might be expected in the results obtained using the different sets 
off-values, .Falling into this category are variations in the values of 
log c/v and the excitation temperatQres found from the Ti 1-:t{BS and Ti I-
~ing lines and in the values of log c/v found from the Fe I-NBS and Fe I-
~ing lines, However 1 certain differences are present which cannot be 
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attributed sirnply·to statistical causes. These are discussed below. 
The most important differences between the 'l'i I .. NBS and the Ti I-
Ring results are in the abundances. As is evident in Figure 69a, the 
absolute scale of the NBS £-values does not agree with the absolute scale 
derived for the Ti I-King f~values from 6log gf = -3.JO. This disagree-
ment may be largely responsible for the apparent differences in the abun-
da~ces. The fault may lie in the value of Alog gf, in the absolute scale 
used by the NBS, o:r in a combination of the two. 
The Cr :;!;-NBS and Cr r .. Hill results differ markedly in the values of 
log c/v, the excitation temperatures, and the abundances, 
As remt;irked in Chapter IV in the presentation of the results obtained 
from the Cr J>·NBS lines, two weak lines were very influential in the 
d~terminations of log c/v. These two lines were not included among the 
Cr I-Hill lines. The large differences between the Cr I•NBS and the 
Cr I-Hill values of log c/v are due to the effects of these two lines. 
The differences between the C~ I~NBS and Cr I-Hill excitation 
temperatures are a result of the non-uniform relationship between the fp 
values used in the two cas(;!s, . It is apparent fron;i Figure 69b that the 
£-values for Cr I fall into two groups: ·those· for lines with Xe greater 
than 2.53 ev and those· for liries with·~ less than l,03 ev. The excitation 
.e 
tem~erature h found from the slope of the best straight line relating 
6log ¥ and x , The values of Alog X depend upon the £-values, e.g., 
e 
A.log X = log T .~ log gf~ in the S-S pure scattering model. F6r 
·o 
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eonvenien~ in the discussion, consider that the Cr I-Hill £-values are 
placed on the absolute scale given by tilog gf = . ..;3.42. (Whether the 
scale is relative or absolute does not affect the excitation temperature 
determinations, but the uniformity of the scale is important,) Then, for 
lines with x less than l,03 ev, the values of 6log X obtained using the 
e 
. Cr I..;NBS fr-valt,1es l?hould be approximately the same as those obtained 
using the Cr I-Hill £~values~* This can be seen.from Figure 69b •. For 
X greater than 2,53 ev, the values of Alog X obtained using the Cr I-NBS 
e 
f·values should be consideribly.larger than those obtained from the 
Cr I~Hill £-values. Hence, the slope of the best straight line relating 
Alog X and x obtained using the Cr I-N~S £~values should be substantially 
e 
d~f;ferent from that· obtained using the Cr ;I:-Hill £-values. 'l'his is a 
po$sible explanation of the differences between the excitation temperatures 
found from the Cr I-NBS and the Cr 1 .. Hill lines. 
The abundances determined from the Cr I-NBS lines are smaller than 
those found from the Cr I-Hill lines, The abundances in each of the four 
models a1;e dependent upon the quantity 
shift+ log u - log c/v. 
'l'he shi:l:t is given by 6logX + (5040/T)X:, where Tis the excitation tem-
. e 
perature, . Larger excitation temperatures give smaller shifts, a.nd thus 
smaller abundances, .This effect is partially offset by the increase of 
I log u with tempetature, However, the variation of; log u ·with temperature 
*This assumes that the same vertical shift (log c/v) is used for both 
cases, Although this was not true in the actual analysis of the Cr I 
lines, inclusion of this consideration would only complicate the argument 
and not; alter the outcome, . This can be seen by noting that a change ·in 
log c/v is accompanied by a.change in 6log X, .and for Cr I, where most of 
the Unes are weak, most of the changes in 6log X should be approximately 
the same. Hence, the slope of the best straight line relating 6log X 
and x should not be altered appreciably. 
e 
.166 
i$ cqmparatively small. Hence, the much greater excitation temperatures 
obtained for Cr I.,.NBS than for Cr :( ... Hill produced to a :large extent the 
differences in the calculated abundances. 
\ 
. Another consideration of inipo'rtance in the abundance ~alculations is 
! 
the connection between L';log X and log c/v. By considering the shape of 
the curve. of growth,. it can be seert. that as log c/v increases so does 
.L';log X. In the region weU below t'he knee of the curve of growth, the 
slope of the curve is unity. . fo:i; lines confined to this region, increases 
ip log c/v are accomRanied by like-increases in 6log X, and the effects 
of these changes exactly cancel one another in the abundance calculations. 
For stronger lines, holwever, an increase in log c/v produces a.larger 
;i.nc1;ease in b.log:X, with a.resulting increase in the calculated abundance. 
In the case of Cr l most of the lines ·were weak, and it would be expected 
that the dif:f;erences between .the values of log c/v found for Cr I-NBS 
and Cr I•Hill wot+ld be·largely compensated in the abundance calculations 
by the resulting di:f;ferences in the values of MogX. This would be·true 
were 1,t not for the non-uniformity in the relationship between the f-values 
used for the two sets of lines, and the effect of this on the values of 
b.log X, Because of this non .. u,niformity the values of b.log X found from 
the Cr I-NBS lines with x greater than 2.53 ev were disproportionately 
e 
' larger than the corresponding Cr I-Hill values. This acted in such a 
way as to decrease, but not nullify, the effect in the abundance calcu-
lations of .the differences between the excitation temperatures • 
. Fe I 
........,,...,_ 
Important differences exist in the excitation temperatures found 
from the three sets 1 o:f; Fe I lines, These differences seem to reflect 
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the di.f ferences in the ranges of the excitation potentials applying ,in, 
each case,. For Fe I-King the values of X ranged from 0.05 to,1.54 ev, 
,e 
for Fe r ... carter from 0.11 to 3.56 ev, and for Fe l:.NBS from 0.03 to 4.53 
ev. As a point of interest, excitation temperatures were calculated from 
the Fe I ... NBS values of 6log X, obtained from the S-S pure scattering 
model, covering first the same range in x as represented by the Fe l-
e 
King lines, and second the same range in x as represented by the Fe I-
,e 
Carter lines. For Xe in the range 0,05 to 1.54 ev the temperature found 
0 
was 3616 K, and for x in the range 0.11 to 3.56 ev the temperature deter-
,e 
mined was 5009°K, .The first value corresponds closely to that obtained 
fol;' the Fe: l>·King, temperp.ture (3732~:K for s-s pure scattering), and the 
0 
second is not greatly different from the Fe I~Carter value (4578 K). 
it appears that the value determined for the excitation temperature 
depends upon the range of x, with,lower temperatures being characteristic 
e 
of the lower levels of excitation, ,This lends weight to the reasonable 
assumption that lines arising from the higher levels in the atom are 
more likely to be formed principally in deeper layers of the atmosphere 
where the temperature is higher. In a curve of growth analysis the 
asswnption is made that a single value oJ the excitation temperature can 
be specified which yields the correct distribution of atoms among the 
various energy levels, As is apparent from the above discussion, ,this 
~ssumption may, be open to serious question when a wide range of excitation 
potentials is involved. 
As described in the discussion of the Cr I results, differences .in 
the excitation temperatures have a rather strong influence in producing 
differences in the calculated abundances .. However, tl}i,s is not apparent 
in the abundances found from the three sets of Fe I lines, .In the 
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abundance ca~.~1.,1htions fol? fe ~'.;JfSS and fe ! .. King, .the differences in the 
values of log c/v e~ert ii greater influence than the differences.in 
ex~ttation te!l'lper,ature. Most: of the lines- included in these two sets 
are strong l;i;1;ies, and for strong 1ines an increase in log c/v produces 
a largei inct'e,;11:1¢ :i:n 4log X. ~ince the Fe-I .. NBS values of log c/v are 
. ·y·; 
1arget than ~he Fe J~King values, .this effect, acts in a manner contrary 
to that of the exdtation temperatures in the abundance calculations for 
Fe r .. NBS. and Fe I"'King. · .. ,Al~o, the· fact that smaller values of log a 
were obtaine9 £~om the F.e l .. NB~ lines than from the Fe I-King lines* 
· (except ;fot the 5 .. $ fUt'e ·. scattering case) tends to cause further increases 
in the Fe :i: ... NBS values o~ Mog ;x: over those of Fe I.-King. The result is 
that the fe !:""NBS abv.nd~nces1;1re hrger, except for the s-s pure scat-
tering case, than t!h~ Fe I,.K:i.ng al;>und;mces. 
In Figure 69d it is.,pp~rent that the derived absolute scale for 
the Fe I .. Carter f"'VlillUeEI does not agree with the absolute scale of the 
• Fe I-NBS £ ... values.· This disagreement· ;i.s mainly responsible.· for the 
diffet"entes between t;he1):e +.'"Car~ei:; and Fe ;i: .. NBS _abundances. 
'.;Co!J'tp~rhon of Re$uit!3 Obtait,:led ,Using Di;ffer~nt Idealized Models 
~, . . ~ 
A.· comp,rh9n ot th~ tUUlts. found -from the four diHerent sets of 
t;heoi;etical c1;1.r~es of ~rowth reveals:well defined tt'ends in the values 
bf logc/v and the abundanc~s. 
Except ,fo:r 'ri l.l~. t]:i.e 5 .. 5 pure scattering model produced the largest 
values of log r:;,/v~ and theM,,.E ,pu,:;e ab~orption mpdel the smallest values . 
. *The different; Va\tiEi.s of l.og a ·were brought about by the different 
values of loi c/v obtained from the two sets of lines. This can be seen 
by refe-rr~n.g, in Chapter l.V,.to the description of the procedures used irt 
determining log a, ·· · 
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The reason for this is apparent; from an examination of ;Figure 70, where 
theoretical curves with log a= -1,8.for the four models are compared, 
Even if the S•S pure scattering cur~e were to be shifted horizontally so 
that the Doppler portions (i.e., the portions below the knees) of all four 
curves were coincident 1 the transition portion of th~ s~s pure scattering 
ctirvl;l would still be l+igher than the transition portions of the other 
c.urves, . Hence, the largest vertical shifts, and thus the largest valu.es 
of log c/v, i,hol.lld result £rpm the application of the s ..... s pure scatterii;i.g 
curve. Conversely, the sma.llest value should be given by the M.,.E pure 
absorption curve~ 
It should be noted thc;1t for use with the M"E pure scc;1ttering model, 
the. :M.,.E pure ab~rnrption model, and the S'." S pure absorption model the 
observed curves of growth were altered from those used with the g.,g pure 
scattering model by the i:lJ?plicatic:m of the liml;, darkening cor,rections--
log 2R 1;1nd 61og ~ . However, the li,mb darkening corrections in most 
C · 0 
cases were not large enough to change the trend discussed in the preceding 
p,9ragraph . 
. 1n the case of Ti II the damping parameter was imp~rtant in the 
determin'ation qf log c/v. The plot used to determine log c/v extended 
frotn the knee we 11 . into the damping portion of the curve of growth; 
ther~fore this plot was also used to determine log a. Log a= -1,8 was 
found for both scattering models and log a= -1.3 for both absorption 
models. The curves for log Q = ~1.3 rise more rapidly than those for 
iqg i:l:;:: -1~8, This, combined with the effects produced by the inclusion 
of the limb darkening corrections, caused the s-s pure absorption model 
to give the largest valv.e of log c/v and the M..,.E pure scattering model 
the smallest value. 
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'fhe values of log N/ piZ found from the M,-E models are larger, in 
most c;ases, than the values of log NH determined from the S-S models, 
From Figure 70 it can be seen that; the curves of growt):l for the M-E 
models tend to give either smaller values of log c/v or larger values of 
Alog X than the curve for the S'."S pure scattering model. The result in 
either case is that the M-E abundances tend to be larger. than the S-S 
pure scattering abundance, The S-S pure absorption curves of .Hu:r;i.ger are 
~-
,· 
~ ,'',, 
plot t1;d with log 3T /2 as abscissa rather than simply log 1' 0 • Th.is 
amounts to shHting the curv!3 hori,zontaUy so that the Doppler portion 
coincides with the similar portions of the M-E curves. Hence, the 
differences in the values of Alog X obtained from this model ano the M-E 
models should be insignificaJ;lt, However, the term log 3/2 c;1.ppears nega~ 
tively ip. the equation giving the abundance in the S-S pure absorption 
model. This compensates for the shift in the abscissa, and the resulting 
abunoance should be smaUer than those found from the M-E models. 
Comparison of the Results of This Study With Those of. Greenstein 
Gr,eenstein (1948), in his study of a groµp of F stars, employed 
observed eurves of growth based mainly t,1.pon Fe J; l;i.nes and Wright's solar 
log Xf-values, These were analyzed using theoretical curves of growth 
based upon the M-E model. Greenstein's values of log v, f/ycl' and eexc' 
which are discussed below, _were obtained from his observed curve of growth 
for Fe I. 
Greenstein found fore Ursae Majoris a value of log v = 5.44. (The 
velocity parameter in Greenstein' s notation is represented py ''V·.") 
This leads to a value of log c/v equal to 5,04, which agrees closely 
With the most reliable values (the Fe I-NBS values) obtained in this 
;i.nvestigation 1 
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· He obtain~d a value of r /y cl equal to· l .7,- which corres,ponds to 
log a ..... z.3. Here r is the effective damping constant and Yer :i,.s the 
classical. damping constant, By re{erring to Fig-ure 8 .of Chapter ;I.II it 
can be i:;een that for the st-,rongest lines, which are important. in the 
determination of log a, the values of log W/"A meiasured by Greenstein 
ate smaHer th,!m those me1;1surep in thil3 investigation. This d:i,fference 
co\lld have caused the value of log a de'termined by Greenstein to, be 
SJnaller than the val4es ;f;ound in this study • 
. ~ore Qreenstein obti!lined the value Q.98,.whi(;:h corresponds to 
. exa 
0 
c;1n excitation temperature equal to 5150 I<. . l'he lower level e~citation 
p9t-ent;ials of the Fe I. lines used by Greenstein range from o~oo to 4.09 
ev. The extenj;: of this range is intermed:Late to those represented by 
the '.Fe. !.-Carter and Fe I .. N:aS Lines l\sed in this investigation, .As 
expected from the apparent reli=!tionship, discussed earliei-, between the 
eix:citation temperature and the range of :x, the excitation temperature 
e 
obtained by Greenstein falls between the values found i~ this study from 
the Fe I~Carter and re I•NBS lines, 
.Greenstein determined abundances in the stat"S relative t;o,those in 
th~ sun, and these quantities cannot readilybe compared with the abun-
dances found in.thh investigation. The abµnoances obtained by. Wright 
(1948) for the sta:1; Procyon, which has a spectrum f;l~mi.lar to that of 
. e Ursa~ Majoris, are of the same order of magnitud~ ·as those found.for 
e Ur~ae Majoris in this study. 
Comparison of Wrubel's and Hunger's M~E Pure· 
Absorption Curves of Growth 
Bunger's M~E pure absorption curves of growth were employed in this 
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invest;:/..gi:ltion although curves for the same model by Wrubel were ava.;i.1abl.e, 
W'.1'.'ubel' s c;urves were calcul1:1ted using Chandnisekhar' s e:icc;J.ct solution of 
the equation of transfer and therefore are regarded as the best .available 
J;or the M..,E pure absorption model. llowever, calculations were m,:;ide ·for 
only two values of log a, ~land .. 3, thus limiting the usefulness o;E 
these curves, 
. T):le abscissa of both Wrubel' s and }lunger's curves is log Tl • (Jn 
0 
'j:lunger's notation the i:ibsc:lssa is log C, but for M..,E pure 1;1bsorption C 
Tlo,) The ordinate of Wrubel's curves is iog W/1:?, while for Hunger's 
curves the o~dinate is log W/2Rcb' Wrubel calculat;ed curves for two 
values o 1 O l . of 8 /B, 2/3 and 10/3, If B /~ 1s equi:11 to 2/3, then 2Rc is 
equal to un:i.ty, In th.is ca.se Hunger's ord:i.no;lte is simply log W/b, the 
same a.s Wrubel' s ordinate. By int;erpolat;i,ng in Hunger's tables, curvf;:!s 
wet;'e ol:>tained for log a o;; -1 and log a =:,-3, These were then compared 
. . 0 l 
with Wrubel's curves for B /B o;; 2/3. The calculated points of Wrubel's 
and Hunger's curves could not be comp?red :i.rJ:dividuaUy because Wn1bel 
arn;l Hunger did not use the same sets of valuf;:!s of Tl in their calculations. 
0 
To compare c;he curvef'i fC!lr the s91me v,;1lue of log a, the two curves were 
plotted, using the same scale, and one superposed upon the other. There 
were nb noticeable differences in the two curves with log a= -1 nor in 
the two curves w:i.th log a= -3. 
The or<;linate of ];lunger's curves can be written as 
If 13°/Bl is 
w 
log 2irb 
C 
w log -b - log 2R. 
C 
equal to 10/3, then log 2R is equal to ~0.477, 
C 
ordinate in t;his case is 
w log 2Rb 
C 
(36) 
!lunger's 
(37) 
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'J;'o obtain c1 ourve which relates log .11 and lo~ W/b .for B /B = 10/3, 
0 ' 
it is only necessc1ry to $Ubtract the quc1ntity Q.4-]:.7. .... from Hunger's 
t;abuhtted values· of log W/2R b" For log a = -1 and log a- = ,.,,3 there were 
C ' 
no noticeable diffei:-ences.in the curves obtained ;i.n thi,s manner and the 
' ' b 0/ 1 0/ 
~urves calculated by Wru el for B B = 1 3. 
The clbove disc:1.1.ss:i,on doei;; not'eli.minate th~ ppss:i,b;L1ity that signi-
Ucant di;ffe;rrences might exist between the 1:1..,e p1.1.re ab1,orptiqn curves of 
Hunger .;!nd those c,dculat;ed using Wrubel' s method for values o;f log a 
, o l 
oth~r than ""1 an'1 .. 3 and values of B /B. other than 2/3: and 10/3. ;However, 
' 0 1 
the &ugge~tion is strong that for any values of log a ~nd B /B the curves 
~hould b~ subst~ntially the same, 
.rhe four sets of curves of growth used in this investigation are 
bas~d upon idealized models which represent e~treme approximations as 
to the structure of th~ stellar atmosphere and the mechc1nism of line 
"'Ill', 
formation. None of these mod~ls can be expected to perfectly cha.racterize 
the actual structure and radiation processe~ of the atmosphere of e Ursae 
Majoris. 
In the case of the star Procyon, Schroeder (1958) has pointed out 
that the s~s model is to be pi;-eferred f9r the lines of low and interme~ 
c;li,at;e e~cit;:at;i,on potential since t;hese ·lines are formed weU above the 
photosphere, For lirJ,es of h:lgher excitation p<;>tential, which are formed 
primarily in the same region as the c;ontin,uum, Scproeder c:onduded that 
the M .. E '!Iiodel would be more appropriatce, Pue to the similarity of 
Frocyon and e Ursae Majori~, it seems likely that the above remarks 
should also apply toe Ursae Majoris, 
ln the spectruJll of e Ursae Majoris ·· the cent'.t"al intensiti,es of the 
strongest l:i,.nes ar~ not zero, This inqi.cate1:; that the linei:i are n9t 
formed solely.by the sca,ttedng process~ which requi,res zero central 
intepsities .for the str9nge~t lines .. The lines }tre most l;ikely formed 
by a combination of the processes of scattering and abso~ption. 
AlthougJ:i the four idealized models (i.e., ;t1 ... E and S~S pure scattering, 
. an«,l ;M:'"'.E; a.no. s .... s pu;re apsorpt:lon) :i;epresent ~~treme app;rc;,x;i..mat;ions,. the 
results obt.ained, in this investigation· from the ,i:!ppHqati,on o,f the fr;,ur 
difhrent mqdds a'l;"e not greatly va:riant. 
ln i;:!bundance determin.atioris the quantity most def:!ired is N, the 
number of atoms per cubic cen.timeter f ·N is inherent in the expressions 
Nll and N/pit, . "?hich are· f:he '' abundan~es" determined i,n this stu,\;l.y. H 
is the a,pth of the reversing layer chir~cterizing the s .. s model, In 
t):ie :M'"E; mod~l 1/ p-:;;_ ;i..s a measute of the -geometric1;1l deptp of t;:he atmos.., 
phere corresi;:>onding to. infi.nite qpt;Lc;;il depth iri the;. continu,um. -· lt '. h 
cle;ar that a knowledge o.;f E or 1/ px is pr~requisite to pl:>t;;i;i.ning a 
v,du, fpr N. -li depends upon excitat:lo:n, . ionization~ . and var;i.es frol!I 
eleinent·to element, wh:Ue·l/pr, ma¥ vary istrongly,with optical depth.. At 
I , 
best, ~ver~ge value!:l of H: ;;ind 1/p'it can be obt1;1i,11ecL UntU m.qre refip.ed 
t;echn:i.ques are devi.sed, curve qf growth analyses wiU-yiel~ on,ly NH pr 
N/pu~ the number o~ at:;om13 iti ~ oi;ie squ~re centim!i!ter column in the line 
of sight. 
A .curve of growth analysis yields ipfo;mat.ion of a statistical nature 
cop,cerning the properties of a steUar atmosphere. Such informatiop. pro-
vides a basis :for m9re detailed studies of the i.nd;i,vidual line profiles 
1+sing model atmosphere technique&. St4die1:1 of t;;his type are calleq for 
in the further invest:i-~at:lon of the atmosphere of 8 Ursae ~ajoris ~ 
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